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Experimental and Numerical Research on Boundary Layer Transition
Analysis at Supersonic Speed:
JAXA-ONERA Cooperative Research Project (Part 2)*
Kenji YOSHIDA*1, Yoshine UEDA*1,
Olivier VERMEERSCH*2 and Daniel ARNAL*2

Abstract
Stability analysis on a supersonic natural laminar flow (NLF) wing designed by JAXA was performed at both
flight and wind tunnel test conditions as a joint research program between ONERA and JAXA. Both parties
validated the NLF wing effect by confirming suppression of crossflow instability at design point, using an eN
method with fixed β strategy proposed by ONERA. Although JAXA’s flight test vehicle and wind tunnel
test model had almost same averaged roughness height of about 1 μm, it was shown that surface roughness
had little influence on measured transition location at both flight and wind tunnel test conditions. Furthermore, JAXA found that the pressure distribution measured in flight test did not completely coincide to the
target pressure distribution (CpTarget) for the NLF wing design. It revealed that measured transition location
at outer wing region was not delayed in flight test, compared with the transition location predicted with the
CpTarget which had large gain to delay the transition. Influence of Reynolds number on transition location was
also studied for the target pressure distribution CpTarget. Consequently, chordwise transition location, (x/c)Tr.,
rapidly moves from mid-chord location to forward location (near leading edge) for increasing Reynolds numbers, according to the change of instability of boundary layer from Tollmien-Schlichting instability to crossflow instability.
Keywords: boundary layer transition, supersonic flow, linear stability analysis, eN method, natural laminar
flow wing, flight test, wind tunnel test
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1. Introduction
(1) Background
Boundary layer transition prediction is
still a challenging subject in both practical
engineering field and academic/scientific field1,17).
ONERA(France) and JAXA(Japan) collaborated
to elaborate boundary layer transition prediction
methods for three-dimensional wings at supersonic
speed in the framework of cooperative research
activity2,5). This cooperation started on April in
2000 and ended on March in 2008. Both parties
obtained good cross-validation for both transition
prediction methods and useful information to
understand transition phenomenon on the natural
laminar flow (NLF) wing of the experimental
airplane of JAXA (called “NEXST-1”) at flight
test condition. It was designed and developed by
JAXA in the National EXperimental Supersonic
Transport (NEXST) program3,4). But both parties
also obtained a few issues to be more investigated.
After completing a final report5) of the cooperation,
ONERA and JAXA had an opportunity to discuss
those remaining challenging subjects, then made
new tasks and a research plan. Both parties
agreed to continue present research activity to
solve the challenging subjects in the cooperative
research framework at the 7th ONERA-DLRJAXA trilateral meeting held in Paris on the 18th
of June, 2009. A brief history and principal results
of previous cooperative research activity are
summarized in Appendix A.

(2) Work tasks
Previous cooperative work on the transition
research at supersonic speed conducted from 2000
to 2008 was divided into the following three tasks
(see Fig. A-1 and A-2 in Appendix A).
(i) Task 1 : Transition analysis on a sharp cone
model at wind tunnel test conditions
(ii) Task 2 : Transition analysis on the nose cone
model of the NEXST-1 airplane at wind tunnel test
conditions
(iii) Task 3 : Transition analysis on the NLF wing
model of the NEXST-1 airplane at wind tunnel and
flight test conditions
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Through the Task 1 to 3, both parties’ transition
analysis codes were well validated. Considering
the Task 3, good agreement between analysis
results and flight test data at inner wing region
was obtained. Nonetheless, discrepancy between
computations and measurements in the outer wing
region highlighted some misunderstanding in
transition mechanism analysis. This offered a few
subjects to improve and expand previous transition
analysis results (see Fig. A-3 in Appendix A).
Furthermore, in order to understand transition
mechanism on the NLF wing in detail, we needed
to focus on Reynolds number effect and surface
roughness influence at the design point condition
of the NEXST-1 airplane. As transition phenomenon (in particular, receptivity of freestream disturbances and surface roughness) is generally different for Tollmien-Schlichting (TS) waves and crossflow (CF) disturbances, distinction must be made
between these two types of instabilities.
In previous cooperative research, both parties
used an approach of stability analysis with “envelope strategy”. Although this strategy is convenient for consuming computation time, it cannot always make a clear distinction between TS and CF
instabilities. Therefore, another approach based on
fixedβ strategy has been proposed by ONERA in
current eN method.
Fortunately, one of research members of JAXA
had an opportunity of staying at ONERA about 6
weeks from May to June in 2009 under a “shortterm stay abroad system” of JAXA. Preliminary,
stability characteristics applying the fixed β strategy on the subject of the NEXST-1 NLF wing was
investigated, and some new aspects were found by
both parties (see Fig. A-4 in Appendix A).
After that, additional tasks were defined in new
cooperative research as a follow-up activity to
previous cooperation.
(iv) Task 4 : Transition analysis on the NEXST-1
NLF wing model including roughness effect and
Reynolds number effect
Present Task 4 consists of the following
subtasks.
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a) Subtask 4.1: Detailed transition analysis
on the NEXST-1 NLF wing model at
flight test conditions
As mentioned before, to understand measured
transition characteristics at flight test condition
more physically, we need to apply fixed β strategy
to investigate stability characteristics. This strategy can reveal the most dominant instability of the
boundary layer. At the design point condition of
the NEXST-1 NLF wing, JAXA controlled growth
of crossflow instability to realize that transition
due to Tollmien-Schlichting instability (exactly
speaking, “oblique” TS wave) was dominant.
Previous analysis confirmed that transition due to
oblique TS instability occurred at inner wing region by investigating propagation direction of the
most amplified disturbance wave. But at outer
wing region, we were not able to make it clear. It
came from envelope strategy applied to transition
analysis. Fixedβ strategy, as one of detailed approaches in transition analysis, is well known to
be effective and useful for making clear transition
mechanism. Therefore, the fixed β strategy was
firstly applied in this task.
First of all, we analyzed stability characteristics
at the design point condition of NEXST-1 airplane:
Mach number 2.0, flight altitude 18 km, angle of
attack 1.6 degrees. Then we conducted same analysis at higher Reynolds number condition corresponding to an altitude of 12 km. Comparing them,
we confirmed Reynolds number effect and also
investigated roughness effect, because practical
surface roughness condition kept constant at both
Reynolds number conditions.

b) Subtask 4.2: Detailed transition analysis
on the NEXST-1 NLF wing model at
S2MA wind tunnel test conditions
Before the flight test of the NEXST-1 airplane, JAXA conducted transition measurement
in ONERA-S2MA wind tunnel facility to validate JAXA’s NLF wing design concept. S2MA
wind tunnel has a rather low turbulence level
(Tu=0.15%), so that this facility is well adapted
to laminar study. In the same way, JAXA made a
wing-body configuration model with a great care
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devoted to surface polishing and the average surface roughness Ra was measured to study its impact on transition location. During the wind tunnel campaign, the total pressure has been varied
from P0=0.6 to 1.4 bar allowing an investigation of
Reynolds number effect on transition location. The
experimental pressure distributions were used to
conduct stability computations using fixed β strategy. Through detailed analysis of wind tunnel measurements and stability computations, both parties
expected to make an effective and useful correlation among transition process, influence of surface
roughness and Reynolds number as well as influence of freestream turbulence.

(3) Approach
In the flight test, JAXA observed a slight difference between measured and CFD-computed pressure (Cp) distributions. First of all, that difference
should be reduced to improve the discrepancy of
transition locations measured in flight test and estimated with eN method. As one of best ways for
it, the Cp distributions for three dimensional laminar boundary layer (3D-LBL) computations were
estimated by applying a surface interpolation technique to the measured Cp distributions. Then, both
parties applied 3D-LBL code and eN method with
envelope strategy, respectively. By comparing both
results with measured transition location data, a
useful database for the N factor corresponding to
transition was made.
Furthermore, to confirm the nature of transition,
the fixedβ strategy was applied to stability computations for all cases. Additionally, roughness effect on transition location was evaluated using the
Reynolds numberRk
ness height k.

U (k ) u k
based on roughȤ(k )

(4) Objectives
According to previous sections (“Work
tasks“ and “Approach“), main objectives of
present cooperative work are to advance previous
transition research results on the NEXST-1 airplane, and to confirm the validity of both parties’
transition analysis methods through comparing
numerical results with both wind tunnel and flight

test measurements at supersonic speed conducted
by JAXA. Based on them, present main objectives
and approaches are divided into three parts as follows:
(i) Objective 1: To confirm the suppression of
crossflow instability (CFI) at the design point of
NEXST-1 flight test
→ Approach 1: To conduct stability analysis with
fixed β strategy, comparing stability results at offdesign points
(ii) Objective 2: To quantify the influence of
surface roughness on transition process
→ Approach 2: To compute the roughness
Reynolds number based on measured roughness
height Rk, using ONERA’s roughness database
(iii) Objective 3: To investigate the Reynolds
number effect on the target Cp distribution for the
NEXST-1 NLF wing
→ Approach 3: Same as Approach 1

(5) Schedule
Present new cooperative work was achieved
within a time span of three years, namely from the
end of 2009 to the end of 2012. The first year was
mainly devoted to the achievement of the Subtask
4.1 whereas the second year concerned Subtask
4.2. The last year was devoted to achievement of
making a final common report and some technical
papers for international conferences. Of course,
a review meeting was organized each year to
discuss, adjust and summarize research results by
both parties.

(6) Research plan
Table 1 shows a brief summary of present
research subjects.

(7) Contents of present report
The objective of present report is to summarize
the results obtained in present cooperative research
activity. This report particularly focused on the indepth comparisons of stability results computed
by both parties to experimental results obtained by
JAXA.
Present report consists of following three parts:
The first part is transition analysis on the NEXST-1
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Table 1. Summary of present research activities

flight test conditions (Chapter 2). Stability analysis
is made using fixedβ strategy which highlights the
most dominant instability of boundary layer leading to the transition for flight test configuration.
The second part corresponds to transition analysis
on the NEXST-1 wing-body model at S2MA wind
tunnel test conditions (Chapter 3). It also describes
to make clear the most dominant instability mode.
The third part is physical consideration on the influence of roughness and Reynolds number on
the NEXST-1 experiments (Chapter 4 and 5). The
third part also includes a study of Reynolds number effect on numerical target pressure distribution1
for the natural laminar flow wing design concept
(Chapter 5).

2. Stability computations at NEXST-1 flight
test conditions
2.1. Outline of flight test
(1) Design concept
It is very important to control crossflow instability to obtain a significant region of laminar
boundary layer on a highly swept wing. JAXA
found an ideal pressure distribution to suppress
the CFI on supersonic transport (SST) configurations by using a current transition analysis method
(eN method), then developed a CFD-based inverse
design method4) for a natural laminar flow wing
design. The procedure of present method is illus-

trated in Fig. B-1 of Appendix B. The most important part in this procedure is to specify a target
pressure coefficient distribution (CpTarget). It consists of (i) an ideal pressure distribution on upper
surface to suppress the CFI, and (ii) the difference
of Cp distributions on upper and lower surfaces
satisfies “warped” wing design condition.
According to this procedure, JAXA firstly prepared an initial configuration designed with three
pressure drag reduction concepts based on supersonic linear theory, that is, an arrow planform,
a warped wing and an area-ruled body. Then, the
difference between the CpTarget and CFD-computed
Cp distribution on the initial configuration was estimated. After that, the configuration was modified
to reduce the difference of Cp distributions by using supersonic lifting surface theory. Finally, such
a step was continued until converging towards the
target pressure distribution.
To demonstrate the NLF wing design concept
in flight test, JAXA designed and developed an unmanned and scaled supersonic experimental vehicle (called “NEXST-1”) shown in Fig. 1, which
was manufactured taking account of the elastic
deformation at the design point: Mach number
M=2.0, lift coefficient CL=0.1 and flight altitude
H=18 km. It also includes present four design concepts to reduce supersonic airframe drag. The design process and principal results are described in
Ref. 4 in detail.

Let’s recall that in flight, measured Cp distribution
was slightly different from the target pressure distribution computed by JAXA

1
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Figure 1. NEXST-1 airplane with aerodynamic design concepts

(2) Flight test and wind tunnel test validations
Before the flight test of the NEXST-1, JAXA
experimentally confirmed the NLF wing design
concept using a special wing-body model which
consisted of adiabatic material skin (about 5 mm
thickness on metal body) and multi-element type
hot-films. The continuous supersonic wind tunnel of ONERA (S2MA) was chosen to investigate transition characteristics since its turbulence
level “Tu” was firstly considered as rather low:
0.15%<Tu<0.20%. Nonetheless, these values remain high compared to very weak turbulence level

in free flight condition: Tu<0.05%. Therefore, the
NLF wing design was qualitatively confirmed but
not quantitatively in terms of transition location as
shown in Fig.26). Furthermore, stability analysis on
S2MA test conditions was also conducted, and its
results were summarized in next Chapter and Ref.
7.
Then, the flight test of the NEXST-1 was conducted at Woomera test field in Australia, 2005.
The test consisted of two aerodynamic measurement phases. One was “angle of attack sweep
test” phase around 18 km altitude to confirm the
drag characteristics of the NEXST-1. Another was

Figure 2. Experimental validation test for transition
characteristics
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“altitude sweep test” phase while maintaining
the design value of lift coefficient CL=0.1 to investigate the effect of JAXA’s NLF wing concept at
higher Reynolds number than the one of the design
point (about 2.4 times higher). Outline of the flight
test is illustrated in Fig.3.
To realize the NLF wing concept in real flight
vehicle, severe criterion for surface smoothness
condition was specified, that is, averaged
roughness height was reduced less than 1 μm at
least as explained later. To detect its transition
characteristics, hot-film sensors (indicated by
“HF”), dynamic pressure transducers (“DP”),
Preston tubes (“Pr”) and thermocouples
(“TC”) were applied. They were mounted on the
upper surface of the wing and the side surface of
the forebody as illustrated in Fig. 4(c) and Fig. B-5
of Appendix B.
Principal results of the flight test are

7

summarized in Figs. 4. Fig. 4(a) shows a
comparison between measured and CFD-based
Cp distributions on the wing at the design
condition (“α_No.4”) of the NEXST-1. These
computations were performed on the elastic
deformed configuration designed by JAXA8).
Especially, high correlation between them on
upper surface was confirmed within measurement
error bar of ΔCp=±0.0115 illustrated as symbol
of “I” in Fig. 4(a). It indicates that necessary
conditions to obtain extended laminar regions
on the wing were satisfied during the flight test.
Fig. 4(b) shows one of measured data with hotfilm sensors at a typical measurement position.
After analyzing whole data on the upper surface,
transition line was estimated as indicated in Fig.
4(c) by the green line. At the design point, the
boundary layer remains laminar in the first 40% of
chord. The evolution of transition line as a function

Fig.3

Figure 3. Overview of NEXST-1 flight test
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(a) Comparison of measured and CFD-based pressure distributions at design point

(b) Hot-film measurement data

(c) Summary of transition measurement results
Figure 4. Principal flight test results
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of the angle of attack is illustrated in Figs. B-8 of
Appendix B.
Furthermore, Fig. 4(d) shows a comparison of
measured transition data and JAXA’s transition
analysis results, that is N contours5, 8). Solid-red
and open-blue symbols correspond to turbulent
and non-turbulent state in boundary layer at the
design point, respectively. Here non-turbulent
means laminar and transitional states. Measured
transition data indicate approximately 40% of
laminarity on the upper surface as clearly shown in
Fig. 4(c). Three solid-lines correspond to transition
lines predicted with assumed transition criteria for
N contours based on a current eN method. JAXA
improved an in-house eN code under the framework
of ONERA-JAXA cooperative research program5)
and used so-called envelope strategy1) to compute
amplification rates of disturbances in stability
analysis. In this comparison, transition location at
inner wing region predicted with N=11 seems to be
in good agreement with measured data, whereas a
lower value N=9 matches with measured transition
pattern at outer wing region5). This non-unique
N value corresponding to measured transition,
contrary to what was expected, highlights the fact
that distinct transition mechanisms may exist in
inner and outer part of the wing. This is strong
motivation to advance present ONERA-JAXA
cooperative research activity.

and predicted transition pattern at the design
condition shown in Fig. 4(d), the following
subjects were investigated; (i) to check the Cp
distribution to be used for computing laminar
boundary layer, (ii) to understand physical
mechanism, identifying the most dominant mode
(Tollmien-Schlichting or crossflow instabilities),
(iii) to consider the influence of surface roughness,
and (iv) to quantify Reynolds number effect on
transition characteristics.
Outline of our approach to the subject (i)-(iv) is
summarized in the following paragraphs.

2.2. Analysis approach

(i) First of all, it is assumed that the interpolated
Cp distribution consists of a base part and a per-

To reduce the discrepancy between measured

(1) Improving Cp distributions [Subject (i)]
Although CFD-based Cp distributions are definitely located within measurement error bar of
measured pressure coefficients as shown in Fig.
4(a), there is slight difference between them. It
may affect the properties of the LBL. Therefore,
JAXA improved the Cp distributions used to compute 3D-LBL by applying a surface-interpolation
technique based on the difference between measured and computed pressure coefficients. It consists of a combination of least square approximation technique for chordwise direction and constrained spline function fitting technique for spanwise direction.
The procedure of this interpolation technique is
described as follows:

(d) Comparison of measured and analyzed transition data in previous ONERA-JAXA joint research
Figure 4. Principal flight test results
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turbed part as defined by the following relation.

Cp FLT,interpolated [ ,K

Cpbase [ ,K  GCp [ ,K

Here, as the base part, JAXA used the Cp distributions on the elastic deformed configuration computed using JAXA’s NS code with full turbulent
boundary layer (TBL) condition.

Cpbase [ ,K

Cp NS (TBL ) [ ,K

To realize effective interpolation, ξ1 and n (order
of the polynomial) must be carefully selected at
each pressure measurement station. Fig. 5(a) shows
typical results in this process: n=4 and 3 were chosen in the region I and II respectively. As clearly
seen in the figure, present interpolated Cp distributions were in close agreement with measured pressure distributions with consideration of measurement error bar.

(ii) Then, the perturbed part is estimated as
follows:
a) ChordwiseδCp distributions at five spanwise
stations for pressure measurement are interpolated
by using a least square technique.

b) SpanwiseδCp distributions at each chordwise
position (x/c) with finer spacing were interpolated
by using a constrained spline technique.

GCp [ ,K M

Figure 5(b) shows a result of present spanwise interpolation. To avoid any unexpected waviness
due to application of spline approximation, it was
clearly found that present constrained spline technique was very effective.
Figure 5(c) shows a comparison of present
surface-interpolated and previous Cp contours.
Previous one was the Cp contour computed
with CFD and it was used for previous stability
analysis. Present one was used to conduct present
stability analysis.

Least Square Approximation with n  th polynomial of [
for two [ regions on GCp [ M ,K M at each K M
where GCp [ M ,K M { Cp FLT [ M ,K M  Cpbase [ M ,K M

§ x·
°°[ M { ¨ c ¸ at measured chordwise position
© ¹
®
° K M { §¨ y ·¸ at measured spanwise station
°¯
©s¹

Here two ξ regions are defined as follows:
region I : 0 d [ d [1
®
¯region II : [1 d [ d [ end

GCp [ ,K

Constrained Spline of K for GCp [ ,K M at each [

(a) Chordwise interpolation (1/3)
Figure 5. Results of Cp interpolation technique
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(a) Chordwise interpolation (2/3)

(a) Chordwise interpolation (3/3)
Figure 5. Results of Cp interpolation technique
In present stability analysis, the following four
cases are mainly focused on; (A) at design point
case called “α_No.4”, (B) at typical two off-design point cases called “α_No.2”, “α_No.3”
and (C) at a higher Reynolds number case called
“Re_No.5”. Their detailed conditions are de-

scribed in Table B-1 of Appendix B. Concerning
the case Re_No.5, similar surface-interpolated Cp
distribution was also applied and good interpolation result, especially near the leading edge region
were obtained as shown in Fig. 5(d). However, for
two off-design point cases, CFD-based pressure
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(b) Spanwise interpolation

(c) Surface-interpolated Cp contour at α_No.4 case
Figure 5. Results of Cp interpolation technique
distributions were applied because they were very
little different from measured ones. Fig. 6 shows
a comparison of several Cp distributions along
chordwise location at inner and outer wing regions
(y/s=0.3 and 0.7) where s stands for the semi-span
of the NEXST-1: s=2.36 m. (Furthermore, Mach
number contour and external streamline at α_

No.4 case were illustrated in Fig. 7 as a reference.)
Finally, to be convenient for computing
3D-LBL and stability characteristics, detailed
numerical tables of present surface-interpolated
pressure and velocity distributions at boundary
layer edge are summarized in Appendix D.
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(d) Surface-interpolated Cp contour at Re_No.5 case
Figure 5. Results of Cp interpolation technique

Figure 6. Pressure distributions for computing laminar boundary layer

(2) Fixed β strategy [Subject (ii)]
As mentioned before, comparison between experiments and stability computations using envelope strategy provide different values of transition N factor for the inner and the outer regions
of the wing. This may indicate that distinct transition process exists in these regions: one driven by
Tollmien-Schlichting instability and the other by
crossflow instability. Therefore, it is important to
split crossflow instability from Tollmien-Schlichting wave to understand physical nature of transi-

tion in three-dimensional boundary layer. In our
previous analysis5), both parties used envelope
strategy which reduces computational cost by neglecting freedom of physical variables in three dimensional disturbances.
In the framework of classical linear stability
theory, disturbances are introduced as:
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Figure7. Definition of disturbance on the wing coordinate system (X, Y, z) and external streamline coordinate
system (xs, ys, z), including Mach number color map and freestream lines at α_No.4

qc X , Y , z , t
qc xs , y s , z , t
qˆ z exp  D i X exp>i D r X  E Y  Z t @ : ONERA
~
®
~
~
¯ qˆ z exp  D i xs exp i D r xs  E y s  Z t : JAXA

>

@

(1)
where q' is a fluctuation (velocity, pressure
or temperature) and q̂ its amplitude function.
ONERA and JAXA used different coordinate
systems to define the disturbances. In the
formulation by ONERA, X is perpendicular to the
leading edge (along Y axis) and z normal to the
wall. In the formulation by JAXA, xs corresponds
to the external streamline direction and ys is
perpendicular to xs as represented in Fig. 7.
Considering the spatial approach in stability
theory,    r  i i or ~  ~r  i~i is complex
wave-number in the X or xs direction. The spanwise wave-numbers  (along Y direction paral-

~

lel to the leading edge) and  (along ys direction
parallel to crossflow direction) respectively as well
as the frequency  are real. Assuming that the
spanwise wave-number is real means that there is
no amplification of the disturbance in spanwise direction. This implies that formulation by ONERA
or JAXA is based on different assumptions for the
spanwise wave-number: this problem is discussed
in Appendix C. Fortunately both parties confirmed
that the assumption made little difference in com-

puting stability characteristics.
It is common to introduce the angle between the
external streamline and the wave-number vector as
defined by the following relation:

  tan 1 (  /  r )  
~
 tan 1 (  / ~r )

(2)

where  represents the angle between the external
streamline and the X direction (see Fig. 7). The
angle  corresponds to the propagation direction
of instability wave. It is an interesting parameter
which allows the distinction between the two
kinds of disturbances respectively TSI and CFI.
As a matter of fact, for TS wave  remains
less than \  60q, and on the contrary, dealing
with CFI  is around \ | 89q.
The amplification of a disturbance, i.e. the ratio
between the amplitude at a given station and the
initial one is given by relation (3). It is common to
introduce the so-called N factor which describes
the total amplification rate of the small disturbances along a path where disturbances propagate.

A
A0

x
exp§¨  ³ D~i x s dx s ·¸ e N
© x0
¹

(3)

To compute the N factors, generally the
following two approaches can be used:
a) Envelope strategy: at a given streamwise position xs, and for a fixed value of the frequency ω,
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the value of the longitudinal wave-number ~i is
calculated as a function of  and the N factor corresponds to the most unstable wave-number direction according to:

N (Z )

x
 ³ Max>D~i xs ; Z ,\ @dxs
x0

\

Envelope strategy consists of selecting a special
propagation direction ( m ) which has maximum
amplification rate (σ≡-αi) among whole propaga-

tion direction angles (-90< <90°) at each frequen-

cy (f[Hz]) and streamwise Reynolds number based
on chordwise location (Rex), as illustrated in Fig. 8.
This model cannot explicitly split CFI and TSI, be-

cause the selection of  m always means to indicate
maximum value on σ of CFI or TSI. It can be anticipated that compared to fixed β strategy the envelope strategy lacks certain physical information.
Indeed, from a numerical viewpoint, it is assumed
that crossflow instability can suddenly change to
streamwise wave within short distance.

b) Fixedβ strategy: the N factor is integrated following wave with constant frequency and constant
spanwise wave-number according to:

N (Z , E )

 ³ D~i xs ; Z , E dxs
x

pared to envelope strategy1). In this approach, several pre-set combinations of (  r , f ) are applied
to compute eigenvalues (  r ,  i ) in linear stability
equation in spite of selecting  m , as illustrated in
Fig. 8. ONERA has reported its effectiveness on
several transition studies in both low and transonic
speeds9). The application of such fixedβ strategy
to JAXA’s NLF wing in supersonic flow is one
of valuable challenges for ONERA as well as for
JAXA.

(3) Rk study [Subject (iii)]
As mentioned before, surface quality and surface defaults may strongly influence the transition
process. For instance, it is now established that CFI
is sensitive to surface roughness and will have an
initial amplitude all the more important than the
surface average roughness parameter is high. In
this context, the NEXST-1 airplane was carefully
manufactured and polished to keep severe surface
roughness condition for little influence on transition phenomenon. Before and after its flight test,
surface roughness was measured with a special
technique illustrated in Fig. 53(b). From the surface average roughness, JAXA computed the corresponding Reynolds number Rk

x0

Fixedβ strategy represents an improvement com-
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U (k ) u k
.
Ȥ(k )

Using the ONERA’s correlation between Rk and
the transition N factor (see Fig. 55), the influence

Figure 8. Comparison of envelope and fixed β strategies
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of surface roughness on transition occurring on the
NLF wing was investigated. The main results are
described in Chapter 4.

(4) Stability analysis at higher Reynolds
number conditions [Subject (iv)]
Reynolds number effect on transition phenomenon on the NLF wing is the most important subject
to establish and confirm JAXA’s NEXST-1 aerodynamic design technology. In the flight test, its
transition characteristics at higher Reynolds number condition ReMAC=35.2×106 (Re_No.5 case),
which was about 2.4 times higher than Reynolds
number at the design point ReMAC=14.9×106 (α_
No.4 case), were measured. (Here, ReMAC is Reynolds number based on the mean aerodynamic chord
of the NEXST-1.) Then, stability analyses were
performed and compared with transition measurement data. Furthermore, transition characteristics
on the target pressure distribution CpTarget for the
NLF wing design were carefully investigated by
applying fixed β strategy. The principal results are
described in Chapter 5.

2.3. Stability analysis
2.3.1. Stability analysis at design point
(α_No.4)
(1) Boundary layer computations
To improve the discrepancy between measured and numerical transition locations as shown
in Fig. 4(d), ONERA and JAXA directly applied
present surface-interpolated Cp distribution to
compute 3D-LBL characteristics, in place of using CFD(NS)-based Cp distribution as in previous
study. Some comparisons of LBL results computed
by ONERA and JAXA independently are summarized in Figs. 9 and 10. First of all, comparison of
chordwise evolutions of Mach number (Me), static
temperature (Te) at boundary layer edge (BLE) and
wall temperature (Tw) are summarized in Fig. 9(a)
at inner wing region (y/s=0.3) and Fig. 9(b) at outer wing region (y/s=0.7). Here, “NS (ES shape)”
means the results computed by JAXA with a CFD
code involving laminar flow condition (NS mode).
“ES” indicates the configuration elastically
deformed under aerodynamic load at the design

point. They were used in previous stability analysis. In addition, previous results were also plotted
in each figure.
In general, there is arbitrariness to define the
boundary layer edge. For its computations, ONERA used two definitions: firstly, the boundary layer
thickness was defined as the point where the velocity reaches 99.8% of the external velocity (U(y
=δ)/Ue= 0.998) (▲); secondly, this point was little
modified such as U(y=δ)/Ue=0.995 (●). JAXA
used the latter definition to calculate boundary layer edge: these results correspond to the red full line
(―). The evolution of the boundary layer thickness
(“Delta”) as well as the displacement thickness
(“Delta*”) are plotted in Fig. 9. The displacement
thickness is defined as followed:
G

G

§
UU ·
¨
1

³0 ¨© U eU e ¸¸¹dy

As well as for external Mach number and static
temperature, there is a remarkable correlation between ONERA and JAXA computations. The same
kind of comparison, at other spanwise stations (y/
s=0.5 and 0.9), are summarized in Figs. E-1 of Appendix E.
As a typical LBL result, dimensionless crossflow velocity profiles (V/Ue) in external streamline
coordinates are plotted in Figs. 10(a) for the inner
wing region and Fig. 10(b) for the outer wing region. Here, “z” is the wall normal direction. As
mentioned before, ONERA used two definitions of
boundary layer edge: U/Ue=0.998 (open triangle
symbols) and U( y =δ) / Ue = 0.995 (solid triangle symbols). On the other hand, JAXA compared
previous NS-based results (coloured dashed lines)
with present results computed with JAXA’s 3D
boundary layer code at the condition of U(y=δ)/
Ue=0.995 (coloured solid lines). As shown in each
figure, ONERA’s results (solid triangle symbols)
are in rather good agreement with JAXA’s ones
(coloured solid lines). For other spanwise stations,
similar comparisons are summarized in Figs. E-2
of Appendix E.

(2) Stability analysis (envelope strategy)
The laminar boundary layer mean velocity pro-
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(a) Comparisons of boundary layer thickness at y/s=0.3

(b) Comparisons of boundary layer thickness at y/s=0.7
Figure 9. Boundary layer computations at α_No.4
files were used to conduct stability analyses. The
corresponding N factors and the most amplified
propagation direction angles ( ) using envelope
strategy obtained by ONERA and JAXA are plotted in Figs. 11 and 12. These figures also include
transition locations (indicated by “XTexp”) measured during the flight test2 and the corresponding
N factor values (called “transition N factor value:
All experimental transition locations are gathered in
the arrays of Figs. B-8 of Appendix B

2

NTR.”).
As similar to previous study, JAXA’s N factors are almost in good agreement with ONERA’s
results as shown in Figs. 11(a) and (b). At other
spanwise stations (y/s=0.5 and 0.9), similar comparisons are summarized in Figs. E-3 of Appendix
E. There was a slight difference between ONERA’s and JAXA’s results at mid-span region (y/
s=0.5) as shown in Fig. E-3(a). This region corresponds to the kink of leading edge at the NEXST-1
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(a) Comparisons of crossflow velocity profiles at y/s=0.3

(b) Comparisons of crossflow velocity profiles at y/s=0.7
Figure 10. Boundary layer computations at α_No.4
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(a) y/s=0.3 (inner wing region)

(b) y/s=0.7 (outer wing region)
Figure 11. N factors computed with envelope strategy at design point

(a) y/s=0.3 (inner wing region)
Figure 12. Propagation direction computed with envelope strategy at α_No.4
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(b) y/s=0.7 (outer wing region)
Figure 12. Propagation direction computed with envelope strategy at α_No.4
wing planform. It was supposed that it generated
slight distortion of both surface contour and spanwise pressure gradient. Therefore, each 3D-LBL
result near this region was very sensitive to such
distortion.
Against our expectation, the NTR. at inner wing
region (y/s=0.3) is about two times higher than
that at outer region (y/s=0.7) as shown in Figs.
11(a) and (b). If it is assumed that the NTR. should
be constant in the spanwise direction, JAXA thinks
that the measured transition location at outer
region is forced to be located more forward than
the location predicted with the constant NTR.. This
point will be discussed at Chapter 5.
The chordwise evolution of the direction of the
wave vector  (compared to external streamline)
is plotted in Figs. 12 for the inner part of the wing
y/s=0.3 (a) and the outer part y/s=0.7 (b). As mentioned before, \ | 89q is representative of CFI
whereas \  60q stands for TSI. There is only a
qualitative agreement between ONERA and JAXA
results. It is no surprising because envelope strategy is very sensitive to the selection of the direction corresponding to the locally most amplified
disturbance. That is why there is some discrepancy in the evolution of  angle between ONERA and JAXA results. Nonetheless, the evolution
of corresponding N factors which correspond to

the integration of the eigenvalues αi are in close
agreement. On Figs. 12, the limitation of envelope
strategy is illustrated with the suddenly change of
 value which corresponds to a change of nature
of instabilities from crossflow to Tollmien-Schlichting ones. Such a limitation can be overcome using
fixed β strategy.

(3) Stability analysis (fixed β strategy)
Figs. 13 and 14 show similar comparisons of
N factors and propagation direction angles (
) computed with fixed β strategy by both parties.
The range of several combinations of (  r , f ) was
specified as follows:
 450 d E r [m 1 ] d 3000 , 3 d f [kHz ] d 25 for y / s 0.3
 500 d E r [m 1 ] d 2000 , 4 d f [kHz ] d 20 for y / s 0.7

These values were defined on agreement with
previous envelope strategy computations. First
of all, JAXA’s results of both N factors and 
distributions are in good agreement with ONERA’s
ones. But there was remarkable difference between
ONERA’s and JAXA’s results at mid-span region
(y/s=0.5) as shown in Fig. E-5(a) of Appendix E:
as mentioned before, this section corresponds to
the kink of the leading edge.
Then, as easily seen in these figures, contrary
to envelope method, fixed β strategy can clearly
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(a) y/s=0.3 (inner wing region)

(b) y/s=0.7 (outer wing region)
Figure 13. N factors computed with fixed β strategy at design point

(a) y/s=0.3 (inner wing region)
Figure 14. Propagation direction computed with fixed β strategy at α_No.4
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(b) y/s=0.7 (outer wing region)
Figure 14. Propagation direction computed with fixed β strategy at α_No.4
split instabilities into two modes: crossflow
instabilities on one hand and Tollmien-Schlichting
instabilities on the other hand. N factors due to
CFI mode (NCFI) rapidly increase near the leading
edge where the flow is accelerated (high negative
pressure gradient), then N factors due to TSI
mode (NTSI) gradually grows after the maximum
of the NCFI in region where the pressure gradient
is weakly negative or positive as illustrated by the
comparison between Figs 6 and 13.
According to the measured transition data, it
is recognized that the most dominant instability is
TSI at inner wing region (y/s=0.3) as shown in Fig.
13(a). The transition N factor obtained by fixed
βstrategy at the transition location is N=9.5. On
the contrary for the outer part on the wing, transi-

tion process is conducted by CFI (Fig 13(b)) and
occurs close to the leading edge for low value of

N factor N=4.5. The evolutions of  angles are
given in Figs. 14. Further stability results at other
spanwise stations computed with fixed β strategy
revealed that TSI is the most dominant instability
over the whole wing region as shown in Fig. 15(b)
except at y/s=0.7. This figure also includes predicted transition lines based on some typical N values
provided by envelope strategy.

(4) Summary
Present comparison of N factors and 
distributions computed by both parties for
α_No.4 are summarized in Table 2. There
was good correlation between ONERA’s and

Table 2. Summary of stability analysis at α_No.4
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JAXA’s stability results as shown in this table.
Comparison of previous and present stability
analyses shown in Fig. 15(a), demonstrates slight
improvement at inner wing region using present
surface-interpolated Cp distribution. But certain
discrepancy between measured and predicted
transition location still exists.
From Fig. 15(b), it was confirmed that CFI was
well suppressed except for a narrow zone around y/
s=0.7, namely the most dominant mode responsible
for transition onset was TSI. As for the transition
at the narrow zone, its origin exists in the fact that
the transition was measured relatively close to the

23

leading edge as explained previously. There might
be a few possibilities, for example, influence of
surface roughness on transition phenomenon, small
spanwise deviation between measured and target
Cp contours, and so on. Before discussing them, to
understand effectiveness of present Cp distribution
on suppressing CFI clearly, influence of angle
of attack (AOA) on transition process has been
studied and summarized in the next sub-section.
Finally, N=14 and 8 due to envelope strategy
almost correspond to the measured transition
locations based on HF/DP data at inner and outer
wing regions, respectively.

(a) Comparison of previous and present results

(b) Comparison of FLT data and N contours
Figure 15. Summary of stability analysis at α_No.4
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2.3.2. Stability analysis at off-design points
(α_No.2 and α_No.3)
(1) Boundary layer computations
In the flight test, 6 steps of angle of attack were
specified and the design point was realized at the
4th step (α_No.4 ). As typical off-design point
condition, the 2nd step (α_No.2 ), and the 3rd step
(α_No.3 ) were selected in this section. The corresponding angle of attack were AOA=-0.09° and
AOA=0.77° corresponding to the lift coefficients
of CL=0.04 and CL=0.07 respectively.
As previously mentioned, JAXA did not apply
the surface-interpolation technique to the Cp distributions for LBL computations at these off-design
points, because the differences between measured
and CFD(NS)-based Cp distributions were very
small. Based on the CFD(NS)-based Cp distributions, JAXA computed 3D-LBL characteristics

as shown in Figs. F-1(a) and (b) of Appendix F
at each α_No.2 and α_No.3. These figures include chordwise Cp distributions, boundary layer
thickness (δ) distributions, and representative
crossflow velocity profiles plotted in the external
streamline coordinate for two spanwise positions,
y/s=0.3 and y/s=0.7, and several chorwise stations.
To help our understanding of stability characteristics, comparisons of crossflow velocity profiles
at design point (α_No.4) and at α_No.2 case as
one of typical off-design points are summarized in
Figs. 16. As shown in these figures, the change of
maximum crossflow velocity from leading edge region to front part of its chord (namely, x/c=0.3) is
more remarkable at the design point than at the offdesign point. It will be seen later that this generates
meaningful difference in stability characteristics.

(a) y/s=0.3 (inner wing region)

(b) y/s=0.7 (outer wing region)
Figure 16. Comparison of crossflow velocity growth at design point and typical off-design point
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(2) Stability analyses (envelope strategy and
fixed β strategy)
N factors computed with envelope and fixed β
strategies are summarized in Figs. F-2 and F-3 of
Appendix F for the off design cases α_No.2 and
α_No.3. In this section, α_No.2 case is focused
on. Figs. 17(a) and (b) show these N factors obtained with both envelope and fixed β strategies
at α_No.2 case, respectively. The range of several
combinations of  r , f  in fixed β strategy was
specified as follows:
 450 d E r [m 1 ] d 3000 , 3 d f [kHz ] d 25 for y / s
 500 d E r [m 1 ] d 2000 , 4 d f [kHz ] d 30 for y / s

0.3
0.7

To understand the effect of JAXA’s NLF wing
design concept, JAXA focused on the comparison
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of N factors at the design point (α_No.4) and at
the off-design point (α_No.2). As easily seen
in Figs. 17(a) and (b), N factors at the off-design
point are larger than the ones obtained at the
design point (as compared with Figs. 11 and 13).
By comparing N factors and measured transition
location, it is clear that the CFI is dominant and
responsible for an early transition. The first reason
is the extension of the accelerated zone: the
external flow keeps being accelerated which leads
to an amplification of CFI as illustrated in Fig. 6.
The second reason of non-suppression of CFI at
α_No.2 lies in the evolution of crossflow velocity
profiles. For the off-design point, its crossflow
velocity profile (plotted in streamline coordinates)
in the boundary layer thickness remains negative

(a) Envelope strategy

(b) Fixed β strategy
Figure 17. Stability characteristics at α_No.2 (off-design point)
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moving downstream as represented in Fig. 16.
This means that the crossflow velocity is orientated
towards the concavity of the external streamline.
On the other hand, at the design point, the
crossflow velocity is still negative in the leading
edge region but rapidly changes its sign and keep
weak values reducing the amplification of CFI.
Therefore, the NLF wing design concept is based
on suppression of CFI due to existence of reverse
change of crossflow velocity direction.
As illustrated in Figs. F-3(a) and (b) of
Appendix F, CFI at each off-design point was also
not suppressed due to large crossflow velocity and
no change of the direction of crossflow velocity
vector.

(3) Summary
Fig. 18 (or Fig. F-4(a)) shows a comparison of
measured transition data and N factors computed
with both envelope and fixed β strategies at several spanwise stations for α_No.2 case. N=10 provided by envelope strategy is in good agreement
with measured transition locations. Stability analysis obtained with fixed β strategy reveals that
CFI is dominant on transition phenomenon except
for tip region (y/s=0.9) as shown in Fig. 18. This
means that the shape of Cp distribution at the design point, which is almost the same as the CpTarget,
is the only effective one to suppress the CFI. On
the other hand, other Cp distributions at some offdesign points, especially near leading edge have

no potential to suppress the CFI. It becomes one of
evidences for validation of JAXA’s NLF wing design concept. Another comparison at α_No.3 case,
illustrated in Fig. F-4(b) of Appendix F, shows the
same kind of results as the α_No.2 case.

2.3.3. Stability analysis at higher Reynolds
number condition (Re_No.5)
(1) Boundary layer computations
As mentioned above, JAXA applied the surface-interpolated technique to the measured Cp
distributions at Re_No.5 case as shown in Fig.
5(d) and Fig. 6. Figures 19(a) and (b) exhibit a
comparison of crossflow velocity profiles computed by JAXA at the design point (α_No.4) and at
Re_No.5 case as a typical higher Reynolds number condition. From the viewpoint of the aerodynamic design of the NEXST-1, Cp distributions
at both α_No.4 and Re_No.5 cases should be the
same. As shown in Fig. 6, both Cp distributions
are comparable except in the leading edge region,
which originates from elastic deformation. In general, boundary layer theory leads to no Reynolds
number effect in the shape of crossflow velocity
profiles normalized with boundary layer thickness
and external velocity, that is z/δ vs. V/Ue. Figures
19 clearly shows such situation. Reynolds number
effect only appears in the evolution of boundary
layer thickness δ.

Figure 18. Comparison of transition analysis and measurement results at a typical off-design point
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(a) Comparisons of crossflow velocity profiles at y/s=0.3
Figure 19. Boundary layer computations at Re_No.5

(2) Stability analyses (envelope strategy and
fixed β strategy)
Stability analyses with both envelope and fixed
β strategies were performed at Re_No.5. Figs.
20 and 21 show comparisons of N factors and
propagation direction angles ( ) by selecting the
most amplified disturbance, i.e. computed with
envelope strategy. There is almost good agreement
between ONERA and JAXA results, but transition
N value is slightly different. This is probably due
to the fact that numerical error on eigenvalue
computation increases with Reynolds number.
Figs. 22 and 23 show similar comparisons of N
factors and propagation direction angles ( ) computed with fixedβ strategy at Re_No.5. The range
of several combinations of (  r , f ) was specified
as follows:

 300 d E r [m 1 ] d 5000 , 6 d f [kHz ] d 50 for y / s
1

 450 d E r [m ] d 3000 , 3 d f [kHz ] d 20 for y / s

0.3 by ONERA
0.3 by JAXA

 600 d E r [m 1 ] d 10000 , 10 d f [kHz ] d 40 for y / s 0.7 by ONERA
 300 d E r [m 1 ] d 2000 , 4 d f [kHz ] d 20 for y / s 0.7 by JAXA

There is almost good agreement between
ONERA’s and JAXA’s results in both figures. By
comparing measured transition location with N
factors at y/s=0.3 and 0.7, it was cleared that the
most dominant disturbances was CFI at higher
Reynolds number condition as shown in Figs.
22(a) and (b).

(3) Summary
Present stability results are summarized in
Tables 3(a)-(b) and Appendix G for y/s=0.5 and
y/s=0.9. Consideration of whole results along
several spanwise stations reveals that the CFI is
nearly dominant except for tip region (y/s=0.9)
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(b) Comparisons of crossflow velocity profiles at y/s=0.7
Figure 19. Boundary layer computations at Re_No.5
and kink region of leading edge (y/s=0.5) as shown
in Fig. 24. From this figure, N=12 computed with
envelope strategy are in good agreement with
transition data measured with HF/DP at inner
and outer wing regions, respectively. Against our
expectation, however, CFI was not suppressed at
such higher Reynolds number condition. It means
present ideal pressure distribution for JAXA’s NLF
wing design concept is not optimum and needs
to be improved. JAXA has already improved the
CpTarget using JAXA’s transition analysis code10).
(Recently, JAXA has tried to design a new NLF
wing by using the improved CpTarget and our CFDbased inverse design method.)

2.4. Summary of chapter 2
(1) Subjects
In this chapter, the following three subjects
have been investigated:

a) The quantitative discrepancy between measured
and predicted transition locations at outer wing region in case of the design point of the flight test.
To do this, JAXA modified the Cp distributions for
3D-LBL computations to reduce the difference between CFD(NS)-based and measured Cp distributions, by using a surface interpolation technique.
b) JAXA also applied present surface-interpolation technique for improving the Cp distributions
at higher Reynolds number case. However, the
CFD(NS)-based Cp distributions were directly applied to compute 3D-LBL characteristics at other
AOA cases, because the differences between measured and CFD(NS)-based Cp distributions were
nearly negligible.
c) JAXA and ONERA computed 3D-LBL and
stability characteristics with both envelope and
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(a) y/s=0.3 (inner wing region)

(b) y/s=0.7 (outer wing region)
Figure 20. N factors computed with envelope strategy at Re_No.5

(a) y/s=0.3 (inner wing region)
Figure 21. Propagation direction computed with envelope strategy at Re_No.5
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(b) y/s=0.7 (outer wing region)
Figure 21. Propagation direction computed with envelope strategy at Re_No.5

(a) y/s=0.3 (inner wing region)

(b) y/s=0.7 (outer wing region)
Figure 22. N factors computed with fixed β strategy at Re_No.5
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(a) y/s=0.3 (inner wing region)

(b) y/s=0.7 (outer wing region)
Figure 23. Propagation direction computed with fixed β strategy at Re_No.5

fixedβ strategies, then compared their N factors
with measured transition locations. According to
the fixedβ strategy, both parties investigated the
nature of transition by confirming the most dominant instability, namely TS or CF instabilities.

(2) Principal results
Then, the following four results were obtained:
a) For the design point, stability analysis with envelope strategy quantitatively showed good correlation between measured transition and N contours

at inner wing region, namely the transition N value
was nearly 12. But other N value, namely N=8 was
found at outer wing region.
b) For the design point, it was confirmed that the
crossflow instability was strongly suppressed in the
whole part of the wing except for a narrow region
near y/s=70% in spanwise direction.
c) However, the CFI was not suppressed at a higher Reynolds number condition. It means any improvement is necessary to extend JAXA’s natural
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Table 3. Summary of stability analysis at Re_No.5
(a) Envelope strategy

(b) Fixed β strategy

~ Comparison of FLT data and N contours ~
Figure 24. Summary of stability analysis at Re_No.5
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laminar flow wing design to higher Reynolds number flows.
d) Furthermore, in the same way, the CFI was also
not suppressed at off design condition corresponding to α_No.2 and α_No.3 cases.

3. Stability computations at S2MA test
conditions
3.1. Outline of S2MA wind tunnel test
(1) S2MA wind tunnel
The main purpose of this wind tunnel test was
to validate JAXA’s NLF wing design concept experimentally. The experiment was carried out in
2000 in the continuous supersonic ONERA wind
tunnel of Modane-Avrieux centre (S2MA wind
tunnel)6). The test section, represented in Fig. 25,
is 1935 mm high and 1750 mm width. Total pressure in the test section can be adjusted between
0.2 and 1.8 bar covering a wide range of Reynolds
numbers. The main problem concerning laminarity
studies in wind tunnel concerns the level of disturbances in the test section (pressure disturbances p0
as well as velocity disturbances u0).
In 1993, the quality of the flow in S2MA test
section was investigated and two approaches were
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used. The first one consisted of a direct disturbance
level measurement using an unsteady pressure sensor and a hot film probe11). The second way rested
on combined infra-red (IR) visualizations on a 10°
sharp cone coupled with stability computations. Indeed, in the 70’s, adequacy of many wind tunnel
facilities (in USA and Europe) to simulate flight
test conditions has been tested measuring transition
location on the famous AEDC cone12).
Level of pressure and velocity fluctuations
in S2MA test section are represented in Fig. 26,
at Mach 2 for total pressure between 0.5 < P0 <
1.5 bar. (Here, in this report in agreement with
NEXST-1 notation, total pressure is notified as
“P0” instead of “Pi” used by ONERA). In
supersonic configurations, the wind tunnel can be
considered as a quiet one since disturbances are
rather low: static pressure fluctuation Cp’rms≒0.2%
and freestream velocity fluctuation Tu≒0.15%.
From these measurements, it is possible to compute a transitional N factor. Lying on the fact that
amplitude of these disturbances depends on external disturbance level, Mack13) used empirical correlations and proposed relation (4) which established
a direct link between the N factor at transition (NT)
and the external freestream turbulence level Tu.
Higher NT value means that the flow quality is better and it corresponds to natural transition.

Figure 25. Transition measurement test at ONERA-S2MA
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Figure 26. Freestream disturbance in S2MA test section and corresponding N factors

NT

8.42  2.4 ln(Tu )

(4)

For flight experiments, the transitional N factor
is around N=1021) (with fixed β strategy). A wind
tunnel will so be identified as quiet for N factor
close to this value. For the S2MA test section in
supersonic conditions, the N factors deduced from
Tu measurements according to Mack formulation
decreases from NT≒8 at P0=0.5 bar to NT≒6.5 at
P0=1.5 bar as plotted in Fig. 26.
In cases of transonic and supersonic flows,
noise radiated by test section walls (in particular from suction holes) becomes prominent, and
can overwhelm velocity fluctuations because of
p’rms∝M2. Using plane wave assumption (see
equation (5)) which establishes a relation between
pressure and velocity fluctuation, it is possible to
define a transitional N factor involving equivalent
turbulence level Tup (see equation (6)). N factor
obtained from pressure fluctuation measurement in
S2MA is plotted in Fig. 26. It does not depend on
total pressure so that NT = 7 and is in the same order of magnitude than the one provided by velocity
disturbance level.

pc
Tu p

U c uc
c
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UcU
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c
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Infra-red visualizations and stability computations
realized on the 10° sharp cone in 1993, are in close
agreement with direct measurements. Computations give an N factor equals to 5.5 at the beginning of transition detected in IR visualizations and
increases up to 7 at the end of transition region11).
Furthermore, JAXA also independently
measured freestream turbulence level during
S2MA wind tunnel test. Then, according to the
measured data, brief consideration on the influence
of freestream turbulence was performed and
summarized in Appendix H. JAXA conducted two
transition measurement wind tunnel campaigns
on the NEXST-1 nose cone model at S2MA and
another at wind tunnel of Fuji Heavy Industry
(FHI) in Japan. Comparing these transition data
measured at different freestream turbulence level,
an approximated relation between the NT and Tu
was roughly obtained as indicated by “curvefitting” shown in Fig. H-5. This relation is
remarkably different from Mack relation and need
further investigation. Nonetheless, it might be
useful as input for the database between transition
N factor and Tu.

(2) Test model
The wind tunnel test model consists of a wingbody configuration which was sting mounted in
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the test section (see Fig. 25). It was a 23.3% model
compared to the flight demonstrator (see Ref. 1415). The fuselage length of the model is 1870 mm
and its span is 1100 mm. The geometry of the
wing is depicted in Fig. 25. The leading edge is
characterized by two sweep angles: ΛLE,inner=66°
in the inner wing part (y/s<0.5) and ΛLE,outer=61.2°
in the outer wing part (y/s>0.5). The trailing
edge also presents two sweep angles 0° from the
root to y/s=0.4 and for higher spanwise location
ΛTE,outer=30°. The mean aerodynamic chord (MAC)
of the model is c =642 mm.
In order to improve IR visualizations, the model
was black painted and then polished. As a matter
of fact, crossflow instabilities responsible for transition onset in the vicinity of leading edge are sensitive to surface roughness. Therefore, in order to
ensure laminar flow on the wing, a great care was
devoted to surface polishing. JAXA measured the
average roughness height Ra by laser displacement technique on resin sample pieces. Measurements demonstrated the quality of the surface since
0.18<Ra<0.94 μm. Dealing with boundary layer
stability, surface quality is often expressed as a
roughness Reynolds number Rk = k×U(k) /ν(k)
based on roughness height k. Considering about
1μm height, this Reynolds number is very low,
Rk<0.1, highlighting the fact that surface roughness
will have weak influence on crossflow instability
initial amplitude. Principal results of those roughness measurement and Rk study are summarized in
chapter 4.1.
Before explaining stability analysis, attachment-line contamination was briefly considered.
In general, transition on swept wing can be triggered by attachment-line contamination. As the
NEXST-1 wing is characterized by a high sweep
angle (more than 60°), we have to ensure that turbulent structures propagating from the root along
the attachment line are damped moving towards
the tip of the wing. The radius of the leading is
slowly varying in spanwise direction and remains
less than rLE <1 mm as plotted (dashed line) in Fig.
27.
The flow along the attachment-line can be characterized by a typical Reynolds number R defined
in subsonic condition by relationship (4) where Ve
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and Ue are respectively the external velocities parallel (Y) and normal (X) to the leading edge. For
subsonic condition, if Poll’s criterion R <250 is
verified, turbulent spots will be damped.

R

Ve K

Qe

with K

Qe
dU e / dX

(4)

X 0

This criterion has been extended to supersonic
flows by using R * defined by the relation (5) con*
sidering the viscosity  which corresponds to the
reference temperature T * obtained in a classical
way. Experiments have shown that the subsonic
*
critical value R  250 was still valid in supersonic condition as mentioned by Arnal16).

R*

V e K*

Q*

with K *

Q*
dU e / dX

X 0

(5)

T * Te  0.16 u Tw  Te  0.54 u Tad  Te
°
® Tw : wall temperature
° T : adiabatic wall temperature
¯ ad
Computations concerning the NEXST-1 wing for
P0=0.6 and 1.4 bar are plotted in Fig. 27. For the
higher total pressure the maximum is R *  150
, ensuring in accordance with Poll’s criterion that
the flow will be laminar along the whole part of the
leading edge for all configurations of wind tunnel
tests.

(3) Transition measurement techniques and
results6)
Two areas of hot films were flush mounted
at the inner part y/s=0.3 (28 elements) and at the
outer part of the wing y/s = 0.7 (40 elements) as
represented in the left lower side of Fig. 25. Typical rms values deduced from hot film signals, obtained for P0=0.6 and 1.0 bar at the two spanwise
positions are shown in Fig.28. Each curve presents
a well defined peak voltage corresponding to transition location. Considering the smaller total pressure P0=0.6 bar (lines with full symbols), transition
takes place at xT/c=0.37 and 0.49 at y/s=0.3 and
0.7 respectively. When total pressure, i.e. Reynolds
number, raises up to P0=1.0 bar, transition moves
towards the leading edge from xT/c=0.37 to 0.22
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Figure 27. Leading edge contamination criterion

Figure 28. Hot-film measurements
at the inner wing (y/s=0.3) and from xT/c=0.49 to
0.28 at the outer part (y/s=0.7).
Hot film measurements were completed by
infra-red visualizations (see Fig. 25). In order to
improve wall temperature difference between laminar and turbulent regions, the first half part of the
wing was covered by an insulating material. In the
same way, the whole model was black painted to
increase its emissivity. These two treatments aim at
improving infra-red images which are sensitive to
wall temperature. As highlighted previously, transition can be detected by the fact that heat transfer
increases when boundary layer becomes turbulent.
Wall temperature difference between laminar and

turbulent regions can be computed as a function of
the Mach number as follows:

r
J 1 2 ·
§
M e ¸ with ® lam
¨1  r
Te ©
2
¹
¯rturb
 'T T p ,turb  T p ,lam
Tp

§ J 1· 2
rturb  rlam ¨
¸ M e Te
© 2 ¹

0.85
0.90

(6)

This difference is linked to the increase of heat
exchange coefficient (so-called recovery factor)
r between laminar and turbulent states. For M = 2
and a stagnation temperature T0=290 K, laminar to
turbulent wall temperature difference is equal to
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ΔT～6 K.
Infra-red images were corrected by a 3D affine transformation and projected on a reference
mesh. Some examples of infra-red image are given
in Fig. 29. It is easily judged that the remarkable
change of color is corresponding to transition line.
The rectangular with brown color indicates hotfilm elements at the outer part (y/s=0.7). Whole
transition measurements are summarized in Fig.
30, including the comparison of hot-film and IR
measurements of transition location. A detailed description of this transition test and measurement results were presented in Ref. 6, and the summarized
results on hot-film measurement data are described
in Appendix I.

3.2. Stability analysis
3.2.1. Lower Reynolds number case (P0=0.6
bar condition)
(1) Pressure distribution
During the S2MA wind tunnel test campaign,
it was observed that an angle of attack AOA=1.5°
well corresponded to the realization of the CFDbased design pressure distribution for the NLF
wing design as shown in Fig.31(a), except for midspan region (y/s=0.5). Nonetheless, as the difference between measured and CFD-based Cp distri-
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bution at y/s=0.5 near leading edge was small and
not avoidable because of the kink of leading edge,
JAXA finally judged that any interpolation of measured pressure distributions was not necessary.
Therefore, ONERA and JAXA used present CFDbased chordwise pressure distributions at each
spanwise station (shown in Fig. 31(b)) to compute
boundary layer characteristics at whole Reynolds
number conditions.

(2) Boundary layer computations
ONERA and JAXA computed representative
boundary layer characteristics at inner and outer wing regions (y/s=0.3 and 0.7) in the case of
P0=0.6 bar condition and summarized them in Figs.
32. Plots correspond to streamwise velocity, crossflow velocity and temperature profiles as well as
chordwise thickness distributions (boundary layer
thicknessδ, displacement thicknessδ*). JAXA’s
results are in very close agreement with ONERA’s
ones. Similar comparison at mid-span region (y/
s=0.5) is summarized in Appendix J.

(3) Stability analysis
Linear stability computations with envelope
and fixed β strategies were performed by ONERA
and JAXA to validate both parties’ computational
codes as a regard of S2MA experimental results.

Figure 29. IR transition measurement results at S2MA test
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Figure 30. Summary of transition measurement results at S2MA test

(a) Comparison of measured and NS-based pressure distributions

(b) CFD-based chordwise pressure distributions at each spanwise station
Figure 31. Pressure distributions at S2MA test
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(a) Inner wing region (y/s=0.3)

(b) Outer wing region (y/s=0.7)
Figure 32. Boundary layer computations at P0=0.6 bar condition
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These computations were limited to the upper side
of the reference case corresponding to an angle of
attack of AOA=1.5°. Numerical results obtained by
both parties were in close agreement for each spanwise station y/s=0.3 and 0.7 (see Table 4) at total
pressure P0=0.6 bar. The evolution of N factors and
propagation direction angles  of disturbances
computed with envelope strategy at y/s=0.3 and
0.7 for P0=0.6 bar are summarized in Figs. 33 and
34 respectively. Similar results at mid-span region
(y/s=0.5) are presented in Fig. J-2 and J-3 of Appendix J.
As for the inner wing region (y/s=0.3), in
the first per cent of chord, i.e. in the vicinity
of attachment line where the flow is strongly
accelerated, N factor rise (Fig 33(a)) is due
to crossflow instabilities as illustrated by the
evolution of the propagation angle which starts at
 = 89° (see Fig. 34(a)). Moving downstream,
there is a change in nature of predominant
disturbances:  rapidly decreases from 89° to
60°. In Fig. 33 (a), the vertical line stands for hotfilm transition measurement at (xTR./c)Exp.=0.37.
At this position the most amplified frequency is
f=15 kHz and corresponds to a numerical N factor
N=5.6 in ONERA’s computations, lower that the
value expected in usual quiet wind tunnel tests.
The corresponding wave-number vector direction
is  =−65° as seen in Fig. 34(a) which highlights
the “oblique” Tollmien-Schlichting nature of the
wave responsible for transition onset.
Same computations were made for y/s=0.5 and
0.7 (see Fig. 33(b), 34(b), Fig. J-2, J-3, Table 4).
The values of N factors are lower than those obtained for the inner wing indicating that amplification of TS waves is reduced. As a result, boundary
layer remains laminar up to 49% of chord the outer
wing region (y/s=0.7) which corresponds to an N
factor equals to NTR.=4.4~4.8 as illustrated in Fig.
33(b).
Figures 35, 36 and J-4, J-5 show the same comparisons of stability results (N factor and propagation direction) computed with fixed β strategy by
ONERA and JAXA as those due to envelope strategy (shown in Fig. 33, 34 and J-2, J-3). Transition
N factor values obtained by ONERA and JAXA are
in close agreement for y/s=0.3, 0.5, 0.7 at P0=0.6

bar. At the measured transition location indicated
by the vertical line, it was found out that the dominant instability was TS mode as shown in Fig. 35.
But, the corresponding N value is much smaller
than that estimated in the process of natural transition at normal wind tunnel tests. Although it relies
on higher freestream turbulence at the test condition, we have no information about it as explained
in Chapter 3.1(1). This correlation between N factor obtained with fixedβ strategy and measured
transition data might be not enough reliable. As
both parties have no way to advance results, however, present analysis is considered to be qualitatively reasonable at least.
Based on the stability results with both envelope and fixedβstrategies for the complete set of
spanwise stations, the comparison of measured
transition location and N contours is summarized
in Fig. 37. Nenv=4.5, provided by envelope strategy,
is almost in close agreement with IR test results
between inner and outer wing regions. Nenv=5.5
and 4.5 are corresponding to HF test results at inner and outer wing regions. Stability results computed with fixedβ strategy reveal that measured
transition is dominated by TS instability eventhough the corresponding N value is small.

(4) Parabolas method
Linear stability theory is very effective to identify properties of disturbances involved in transition process. Nonetheless, this method needs lots
of computation time since it requires to solve an
eigenvalue problem at each station of disturbance
path. As one of ideas to improve such situation, a
simplified stability method called Database method17, 18) developed by ONERA is introduced in this
section. The principle of such a method is to compute an analytical growth rate as a function of local parameters and mean flow properties. In case of
2D flows, for a given mean velocity profile and a
dimensionless frequency F 2SQ f / U e 2, the curve
of the local growth rate –αi is given as a function
of Reδ* (Reynolds number based on displacement
thickness δ*) by two half parabolas19).
This model was extended to 3D mean flow20):
for a propagation direction angle \ | 90q, growth
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(a) Inner wing region (y/s=0.3)

(b) Outer wing region (y/s=0.7)
Figure 33. Comparison of N factor (envelope strategy) at P0=0.6 bar
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(a) Inner wing region (y/s=0.3)

(b) Outer wing region (y/s=0.7)
Figure 34. Comparison of propagation direction (envelope strategy) at P0=0.6 bar
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(a) Inner wing region (y/s=0.3)

(b) Outer wing region (y/s=0.7)
Figure 35. Comparison of N factor (fixed β strategy) at P0=0.6 bar

rate depends on the mean velocity and the shear
stress at the generalized inflection point. Database
N factor values obtained for P0=0.6 bar and an angle of attack of AOA=1.5° are represented by full
lines in the right part of Fig. 38 and compared to
exact stability computations (dashed lines). Database provides N factors higher than exact stability

computations, nonetheless, the agreement is rather
good between the two numerical approaches. Database can therefore be considered as a powerful tool
for stability studies: since approximation of growth
rate only depends on global parameters it can easily be implemented in a boundary layer code.
In the left part of Fig. 38, IR visualization and
hot-film measurements were reported as well as
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(a) Inner wing region (y/s=0.3)

(b) Outer wing region (y/s=0.7)
Figure 36. Comparison of propagation direction (fixed β strategy) at P0=0.6 bar

Figure 37. Comparison of measured transition location and N contours at P0=0.6 bar condition
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Figure 38. Comparison of measured transition location and ONERA’s database method at P0=0.6 bar condition

numerical stability results. In the outer part of the
wing, from y/s=0.5 to y/s=0.7, measurements are
well correlated by a Database N factor around 5
(N=4.4 for linear stability computation as specified
in Table 4). Concerning the inner part (y/s=0.3),
hot-film transition location at x/c=0.37 is correlated by a Database N factor of 6 (NT=5.6 for linear
stability theory, see ONERA’s result shown in Fig.
33(a)).

3.2.2. Middle Reynolds number case (P0=1.0
bar condition)
(1) Pressure distribution
As mentioned above, the pressure distribution
measured at AOA=1.5° and P0=0.6 bar condition
was in almost good agreement with CFD-based
numerical design pressure distribution. Therefore,
both parties also used the CFD-based pressure
distribution for boundary layer computations
corresponding to the other values of total pressure.

(2) Boundary layer computations
Two comparisons of boundary layer characteristics at y/s=0.3 and 0.7 computed by both parties
at P0=1.0 bar condition are summarized in Figs.
39(a) and (b). Plots correspond to streamwise and
crossflow velocity profiles, temperature profiles
and chordwise thickness distributions (boundary layer thicknessδ, displacement thickness δ*).
JAXA’s results are in very close agreement with
ONERA’s results as same as for P0=0.6 bar.

(3) Stability analysis
As mentioned before, for an angle of attack
of AOA=1.5° and a total pressure P0=0.6 bar,
corresponding to a MAC-based Reynolds number
Rec=5×106, even though N factors are lower than
those expected, the high swept wing designed by
JAXA remains laminar up to about 40% of chord.
The optimized pressure distribution manages
to damp initial crossflow disturbance and so
transition is triggered by TS waves. The influence
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(a) Inner wing region (y/s=0.3)

(b) Outer wing region (y/s=0.7)
Figure 39. Boundary layer computations at P0=1.0 bar condition
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of Reynolds number on transition process was then
analyzed. Hot-film measurements have shown that
when total pressure increased at P0=1.0 and 1.4 bar,
i.e. when Reynolds number increased respectively
at 8 and 11×106, the transition moved towards the
leading edge.
Exact stability computations (N factor and
propagation direction angle  ) computed with
envelope strategy at y/s=0.3 and 0.7 for P0=1.0
bar are summarized in Figs. 40 and 41. When the
Reynolds number increases, transition at inner
wing region (y/s=0.3) moves towards the leading edge and in the same time, the transitional N
factor as well as frequency of the most unstable
disturbance are increased, as shown in Fig. 40(a)
compared with Fig. 33(a). The same trend is observed for the outer part of the wing (y/s=0.7). As
mentioned previously, in envelope strategy framework, growth rate corresponds to the most unstable
wave-number direction. This means that there is a
cumulative effect of firstly CFI and then TSI complicating results interpretation.
Therefore to complete stability analyses, in particular to settle on the nature of disturbance, additional fixedβ strategy computations were conducted. The results of N factors and propagation direction angles at higher total pressure P0 = 1.0 bar are
shown in Figs. 42 and 43. The path to transition is
fully dominated by crossflow disturbance as easily seen by the evolution of N factor in Figs. 42(a)
and (b). Figs. 43 show the corresponding propagation direction corresponding to the same spanwise
wave-numberβ values as same as Fig. 36. Corresponding infra-red visualizations are presented in
Fig. 44: laminar zone is drastically reduced up to
a maximum of 28% of chord. N=5.5 is almost in
good agreement with IR test results between inner
and outer wing regions. N=6.5 and 5.5 match with
HF transition positions at inner and outer wing regions, respectively.
Transition location corresponding to N=5 both
for Database method and linear stability computation are summarized in Fig. 45 and superimposed
to IR visualizations. At the inner part (y/s=0.3),
considering a numerical N factor N=5 underestimates the position of transition compared to hotfilm data. For the outer region (y/s=0.5 to 0.7), nu-
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merical studies give transition locations in remarkable agreement with infra-red visualizations and
hot-film data.

3.2.3. Higher Reynolds number case (P0=1.4
bar condition)
(1) Boundary layer computations
Some comparisons of boundary layer characteristics computed by both parties at P0=1.4 bar
condition are summarized in Figs. 46. JAXA and
ONERA results are in very close agreement as for
the results obtained at P0=0.6 and 1.0 bar.

(2) Stability analysis
Stability results of N factors and propagation
direction angles computed with envelope strategy
at y/s = 0.3 and 0.7 for P0=1.4 bar are summarized
in Figs. 47 and 48. When the Reynolds number
increases, transition at inner wing region moves
further towards the leading edge than at P0=1.0
bar and the transitional N factors of the most unstable disturbance are increased, as shown in Fig.
47(a) compared with Fig. 40(a). The same trend as
the inner part is observed for the outer part of the
wing.
Stability results computed with fixed β strategy are summarized in Figs. 49 and 50. At this higher total pressure condition of P0=1.4 bar, the path
to transition is also fully dominated by crossflow
disturbance as easily seen in Figs. 49(a) and (b).
Propagation directions are exhibited in Figs 50.
Corresponding infra-red visualization is presented
in Fig. 51: laminar zone is drastically reduced less
than 20% of chord. N=4.5 is almost in good agreement with IR test results between inner and outer
wing regions. N=7.5 and 6.5 correspond to HF
measurements at inner and outer wing regions, respectively.
On these infra-red visualizations, the transition
location corresponding to N=5 both for Database
method and linear stability computation are summarized in Fig. 52. At the inner part (y/s=0.3), considering a numerical N factor N=5 underestimates
the position of transition compared to hot-film
data. For the outer region (y/s=0.5 to 0.7), numerical studies give transition locations in remarkable
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(a) Inner wing region (y/s=0.3)

(b) Outer wing region (y/s=0.7)
Figure 40. Comparison of N factor (envelope strategy) at P0=1.0 bar
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(a) Inner wing region (y/s=0.3)

(b) Outer wing region (y/s=0.7)
Figure 41. Comparison of propagation direction (envelope strategy) at P0=1.0 bar
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(a) Inner wing region (y/s=0.3)

(b) Outer wing region (y/s=0.7)
Figure 42. Comparison of N factor (fixed β strategy) at P0=1.0 bar
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(a) Inner wing region (y/s=0.3)

(b) Inner wing region (y/s=0.7)
Figure 43. Comparison of propagation direction (fixed β strategy) at P0=1.0 bar

Figure 44. Comparison of measured transition location and N contours at P0=1.0 bar condition
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Figure 45. Comparison of measured transition location and ONERA’s database method at P0=1.0 bar condition

agreement with infra-red visualizations and hotfilm data.

3.3. Summary of chapter 3
Stability results computed with envelope and
fixedβ strategies for wind tunnel test campaign
are summarized in Tables 4(a) and (b) respectively
and compared with experimental results. Naturally,
JAXA’s results are in very close agreement with
ONERA’s ones. As expected, fixed β strategy
provides good information to understand transition
mechanism occurring in the S2MA wind tunnel.
As a conclusion, transition on a supersonic NLF
wing with a highly sweep angle was characterized
experimentally by hot-film measurements and infra-red visualizations. Experimental results on the
upper side obtained for an AOA=1.5° angle of attack and several total pressures P0=0.6, 1.0 and 1.4
bar were presented. These experiments provide
accurate transition location, nonetheless, there is
a lack in the understanding of this process, in particular the nature of instability triggering the transition. Stability studies, involving linear stability
and Database computations were therefore carried

out. They showed that for a MAC-based Reynolds
number Rec = 5×106, present pressure distribution for the NEXST-1 NLF wing manages to damp
crossflow instability and so a significant part of the
wing remains laminar before transition onset due
to Tollmien-Schlichting waves. In this wind tunnel campaign, when Reynolds number increased
beyond Rec>8×106, crossflow amplification was
sufficient to trigger the transition. This early transition is attributed to the not-so-low external distance level in the test section compared to flight
condition. Indeed, as mentioned in previous chapter, the flight test data (at Rec=15×106) has demonstrated the ability of the NEXST-1 wing to remain laminar on an extended region validating its
natural laminar flow design.
Finally, present subjects and principal results of
this chapter are summarized again as follows:

(1) Subjects
a) To investigate the effect on the natural laminar
flow wing design concept created by JAXA
in detail, both parties analyzed the stability
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(a) Inner wing region (y/s=0.3)

(b) Outer wing region (y/s=0.7)
Figure 46. Boundary layer computations at P0=1.4 bar condition
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(a) Inner wing region (y/s=0.3)

(b) Outer wing region (y/s=0.7)
Figure 47. Comparison of N factor (envelope strategy) at P0=1.4 bar
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(a) Inner wing region (y/s=0.3)

(b) Outer wing region (y/s=0.7)
Figure 48. Comparison of propagation direction (envelope strategy) at P0=1.4 bar

This document is provided by JAXA.
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(a) Inner wing region (y/s=0.3)

(b) Outer wing region (y/s=0.3)
Figure 49. Comparison of N factor (fixed β strategy) at P0=1.4 bar

(a) Inner wing region (y/s=0.3)
Figure 50. Comparison of propagation direction (fixed β strategy) at P0=1.4 bar
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(b) Outer wing region (y/s=0.7)
Figure 50. Comparison of propagation direction (fixed β strategy) at P0=1.4 bar

Figure 51. Comparison of measured transition location and N contours at P0=1.4 bar condition

Figure 52. Comparison of measured transition location and ONERA’s database method at P0=1.4 bar condition

This document is provided by JAXA.
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Table 4. Summary of stability analysis at S2MA test
(a) Comparison of stability results due to envelope strategy

(b) Comparison of stability results due to fixed β strategy

characteristics on transition experiments conducted
by JAXA at S2MA wind tunnel in 2000.
b) In this analysis, the CFD(NS)-based Cp distributions by JAXA were applied for the 3D-LBL computations, because they were in good agreement
with the measured Cp distributions except for that
at mid-spanwise station (y/s=0.5).
c) JAXA and ONERA computed the 3D-LBL and
stability characteristics with both envelope and
fixedβ strategies, then both parties compared their
N factors with measured transition locations. According to the fixed β strategy, both parties inves-

tigated the nature of transition by confirming the
most dominant unstable mode, namely TS or CF
instabilities.
d) Furthermore, ONERA used “Database”
simplified stability method and compared it to
experimental measurements and exact stability
computations.

(2) Principal results
a) ONERA and JAXA confirmed good agreement
in their stability results computed with both
envelope and fixed β strategies.
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b) Comparison of the N contour based on their
stability results and experimental transition
locations provides the following relations:
i) At P0=0.6 bar condition, N=4.5 corresponds to
the transition location measured with IR technique. N=5.5 and 4.5 (values obtained with
envelope strategy) correspond to the transition
location estimated with HF data at inner and
outer wing regions
ii) At P0=1.0 bar condition, N=5.5 corresponds to
the transition location measured with IR technique. N=6.5 and 5.5 correspond to the transition location estimated with HF data at inner
and outer wing regions
iii) At P0=1.4 bar condition, N=4.5 corresponds to
the transition location measured with IR technique. N=7.5 and 6.5 correspond to the transition location estimated with HF data at inner
and outer wing regions

of sample pieces made of “resin” and laser displacement measurement system as shown in Figs.
53-54. Fig. 53(a) exhibits measurement points for
those sample pieces on the wing and forebody surfaces of the S2MA wind tunnel test model. Fig.
53(b) indicates outline of present measurement
technique and a summary of measured results on
the S2MA model. From these data, we found that
the averaged roughness height was less than about
1μm as a metric of “Ra”. Fig. 54(a) shows measurement points on the wing and body surfaces of
the NEXST-1 airplane before the flight test. Fig.
54(b) indicates a summary of measured roughness
data including the data measured after the flight
test. It was obtained that the NEXST-1 had a similar averaged roughness height of about 1μm to the
one of the S2MA test model.

c) Furthermore, ONERA confirmed good relation
among exact stability analysis with envelope
strategy, ONERA’s simplified method called
“Database” and experimental results.

A couple of years ago, ONERA has proposed a
useful relation between Reynolds number based on
roughness height Rk, which is defined by the following equation and transition N value in supersonic flow condition9) as summarized in Fig. 55.
ONERA approximately found out linear relation
between Rk and the N value as illustrated in the figure.
Then, both parties computed Rk value on the
S2MA test model at each test condition, using 3D
laminar boundary layer characteristics. ONERA’s
and JAXA’s results were compared as shown in
Figs. 56 and 57 and demonstrated a good agreement. The maximum Rk value was less than 0.1
even at the most highest test Reynolds number,
P0=1.4 bar condition.
Then, JAXA independently computed Rk contours on the NEXST-1 airplane over the same
spanwise stations as the S2MA test model at two
flight test conditions (namely α_No.4 and Re_
No.5) and summarized them in Figs. 58. Based
on these data, it was finally found that the maximum Rk value was less than 0.05 even at the higher
Reynolds number condition (Re_No.5).
These Rk values were so small that they are
not located within the database shown in Fig. 55.

d) Finally, JAXA independently investigated the
freestream turbulence level at the S2MA tunnel by
using a dynamic pressure transducer to measure
total pressure fluctuation. Then, JAXA compared
them with ONERA’s original data, and found
1.5 times higher level of Cprms as described in
Appendix H.

4. Numerical study on influence of
roughness
4.1. Measured roughness data
As mentioned above, surface quality has important influence on transition process. As a matter of fact, crossflow instabilities are very sensitive
to surface roughness but any effective correction
approaches on current eN method have not been
established yet. Before and after the flight test of
the NEXST-1, JAXA measured roughness height
distributions on the surface of both the S2MA test
model and the NEXST-1 airplane, by using lots

4.2. Influence of roughness condition on
transition process
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(a) Measurement points

(b) Summary of measurement technique and results
Figure 53. Measured roughness data on S2MA test model

(a) Measurement points
Figure 54. Measured roughness data on NEXST-1 airplane
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Therefore, JAXA approximated ONERA’s database by using the following relation:
N

16.25  6.61 log10 Rk

where

Rk {

uk k

Qk

According to this approximation, it is supposed
that for such low value of Rk<0.1, the corresponding critical N value is very high N>22. Thus, present N value is too high to predict transition location due to influence of roughness. Based on present ONERA’s database, it means that these Rk val-
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ues have little influence on transition phenomenon.
Naturally this consideration is also valid for transition phenomenon at α_No.4, because boundary
layer thickness at this angle of attack is larger than
at Re_No.5 case. Therefore, both parties finally
judged that those measured roughness data on both
the S2MA test model and the NEXST-1 airplane
had no influence on transition process at test conditions.

(b) Summary of measured results
Figure 54. Measured roughness data on NEXST-1 airplane

Figure 55. ONERA's transition database on roughness condition

This document is provided by JAXA.
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4.3. Summary of chapter 4

in the linear relation between Rk and transition N
values.

(1) Subjects
To investigate the roughness effect on transition
characteristics, both parties analyzed the Reynolds
number based on measured roughness height Rk
along the chordwise location of both the NEXST-1
airplane and the S2MA test model. Then, both
parties compared them with ONERA’s roughness
database, which was approximately summarized

(2) Principal results
a) Measured roughness height was about 1 μm,
using a laser displacement detector and several
sample pieces made of resin.
b) Computed Rk values were less than about 0.1

(a) y/s=0.3

(b) y/s=0.7
Figure 56. Rk contours computed at P0=0.6 bar of S2MA test model
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(a) y/s=0.3

(b) y/s=0.7
Figure 57. Rk contours computed at P0=1.4 bar of S2MA test model

after the neutral point in chordwise location.
Therefore, according to the comparison of the
Rk values and ONERA’s original experimental
roughness database, both parties found the special
N value due to natural transition was above 22.

It means that such roughness condition makes no
influence on transition process.
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Figure 58. Rk contours on NEXST-1 airplane

5. Consideration of Reynolds number effect
As mentioned above, JAXA’s NLF wing design concept of the NEXST-1 was not effective at
higher Reynolds number condition (Re_No.5). To
understand this situation, the influence of Reynolds
number on transition process in fully 3D laminar
boundary layer is considered in this section. First
of all, the complete set of experimental transition
data is summarized. In a second time, experimental
transition locations are compared to the predicted
numerical ones obtained with an assumed critical
value of N factor. Finally, the influence of Reynolds number on the nature of instability and transition process using theoretical target external pressure distribution is investigated.

5.1. Summary of experimental transition
data
Figures 59 and Table 5 summarize transition
measurement results of S2MA wind tunnel and
NEXST-1 flight tests mentioned above. As seen
in Fig.59(a), behavior of transition location at outer wing region in the S2MA test case is different
from that in the NEXST-1 flight test case when the

MAC-based Reynolds number ReMAC increases.
Fig. 59(b) shows such behavior more clearly in
the spanwise variation of measured transition location. The left part of Fig. 59(b) shows the spanwise
trend of measured transition position normalized
with each local chord (x/c)TR for the case α_No.4,
and the right part of the figure indicates transition
Reynolds number based on streamwise distance
from the leading edge of the models. In this figure,
the measured transition location at y/s=0.7 for α_
No.4 case has relatively a strange feature compared
with other transition locations. Both parties turned
their attention to the fact that the transition measured at y/s=0.7 was too close to the leading edge
at α_No.4.
According to the Rk study for the S2MA test
model and the NEXST-1 airplane, the influence of
roughness on transition process was estimated to
be weak. As mentioned before, freestream turbulence level is supposed to be very low for flight test
condition, Tu≈0.05% and increases for wind tunnel
tests (Tu=0.15% at S2MA). Therefore, the evolution of transition location along the spanwise direction is only influence by freestream turbulence and
external pressure distribution.
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In addition, if it is assumed that transition is
predicted with a constant N factor value over the
whole part of the wing, the transition lines obtained imposing N=4.5 for the S2MA test cases
and N=12 for the NEXST-1 flight test cases are
plotted in Fig. 60 (corresponding values appear
in Table 6). Experimental results are in almost
close agreement with these predicted ones as
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seen in Fig. 60. Therefore, the Reynolds number
trend on measured and predicted transition locations can be summarized in Figs. 61. Fig. 61(a)
shows unit Reynolds number effect on transition location (both transition Reynolds number
U f u xT
and dimensionless transiRe xT

Ȥf

tion location xT/c). Fig. 61(b) indicates MACbased Reynolds number effect. As seen in both

(a) Surface pattern

(b) Spanwise pattern
Figure 59. Summary of experimental transition data
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Table 5. Summary of experimental transition data

figures, Reynolds number has opposite influence
on measured transition location at y/s=0.7 in the
NEXST-1 flight test case, compared to the other
curves.
From the Fig. 61(b), if the outer part of the
wing, namely y/s=0.7, is considered, the evolution
of transition Reynolds number in the flight test
condition (indicated as “FLT”) is different
from that in the wind tunnel test condition. It
also implies that the measured transition location
at y/s=0.7 at α_No.4 case was too close to the
leading edge compared with the transition location
predicted with the constant N value.
This upstream movement of measured
transition location at y/s=0.7 may originate in the
following subjects:
(a) Interpolated Cp contour did not completely
coincide with measured Cp contour, especially
spanwise variation of Cp distributions near y/s=0.7
was not well-interpolated.
(b) Measured Cp contour did not reflect the
target Cp contour, especially near the outer wing
region.
As for the subject (a), additional stability analysis on the Cp distributions based on our surfaceinterpolation technique with carefully tunned parameters near the region at y/s=0.7 indicates that
correlation between measured and predicted transi-

tion locations was slightly improved, but not fully.
JAXA has not cleared this point yet. As for the
subject (b), further stability analysis on the CpTarget
contour was performed as described in next section.
Therefore, JAXA reconsidered the stability
characteristics at outer wing region for the α_
No.4 case and discussed them, compared with
stability results on the JAXA’s target pressure
distribution for the NEXST-1 NLF wing design.
These results are described in section 3. But, in
next section, both parties show important results on
investigation of the nature of measured transition
under the help of fixed β strategy.

5.2. Consideration on nature of transition
and Reynolds number effect
Figs. 62 show two comparisons of spanwise
variation of N factors corresponding to measured
transition location computed by ONERA and
JAXA. The nature of instability responsible for
transition onset is specified on the graphs in agreement with fixedβ strategy computations. The N
factor computed with envelope strategy in Fig.
62(a) is larger than that with fixed β strategy in
Fig. 62(b). However, of course, spanwise trend of
transition movement in Fig. 62(a) is qualitatively
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Figure 60. Comparison of measured and predicted transition locations
Table 6. Summary of transition analysis data

the same as that in Fig. 62(b) because it depends
on measured transition location. The trend of transition N factors computed with both envelope strategy (Nenv) and with fixed β strategy (Nbeta) corresponding to measured transition location show
that they qualitatively decrease as spanwise station (y/s) increases. It means that disturbances are
weakly amplified in the outer region than in inner
wing region. Furthermore, at a given spanwise
station, the Nenv and Nbeta generally increase as the
Reynolds number increases. This is due to the enhancement of CFI growth in the vicinity of the
leading edge.

As seen in these figures, at low Reynolds number conditions, TS instability is dominant except
for y/s=0.7 at α_No.4. As Reynolds number increases, instability changes from TS to CF. These
results mean that JAXA’s target pressure distribution well suppresses CF instability at the design
point, but is not adapted to high Reynolds number
conditions.
Finally, N factor on the S2MA test case indicates relatively lower value than that at the
NEXST-1 flight test condition. In the same way,
the decrease of N factor, obtained with envelope method, from inner to outer wing region at
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(a) Unit Re No. effect

(b) MAC-based Re No. effect
Figure 61. Comparison of Re No. effect
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(a) Envelope strategy

(b) Fixed β strategy
Figure 62. Spanwise variation of transition N values
the NEXST-1 case is much larger than that at the
S2MA case: this implies that earlier transition at
outer wing region for the α_No.4 case was measured against JAXA’s prediction.

5.3. Reynolds number effect on the
NEXST-1 target Cp distributions
At first, comparison of the target pressure (Cp) and present surface-interpolated Cp contours
Target
is shown in Fig. 63. As easily seen, there is remarkable difference at outer wing region, includ-

ing slight difference near leading edge region.
These difference originated in non-completion of
convergence in the inverse design process of the
NEXST-1 NLF wing. As shown in Fig. B-2 of Appendix B, the final CFD-based design Cp distributions had already slight difference at outer wing
region4). Therefore, JAXA computed 3D boundary
layer flow using this target pressure distribution. A
comparison of new boundary layer characteristics
and previous results computed with surface-interpolated pressure distribution is shown in Fig. 64.
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Figure 63. Comparison of target and surface-interpolated measured pressure distributions at α_No.4
It was clearly found remarkable difference in both
maximum values of CF velocity profile.
A comparison of stability results on target and
surface-interpolated Cp contours computed with
envelope strategy are summarized in Fig. 65. This
figure indicates that the CpTarget contour has possibility to delay the transition at outer wing region
more strongly than at the surface-interpolated one.
Then, Reynolds number influence on transition
process (nature of instability and transition location), was numerically investigated using the theoretical target pressure distribution. N factors provided by envelope strategy over full spanwise wing
region and by fixed β strategy at the mid-span region (y/s=0.5) are plotted in Fig. 66 and Fig. 67 at
representative Reynolds number conditions. It was
naturally confirmed that the predicted transition location corresponding to a certain N value moved
towards the leading edge when Reynolds number
increased.
To understand physical nature of transition,
namely to identify the most dominant instability,
fixedβ strategy computations were also performed.
Here, to study Reynolds number effect on transition movement, a critical value of N factor corresponding to transition onset must be set. Based on
previous results shown in Fig. 65, since N=6 for
fixedβ strategy had good correlation with mea-

sured transition location, it was selected in present
study as the transitional N factor value.
According to this criterion, the dominant
mode is Tollmien-Schlichting instability for the
lower Reynolds number case as shown in Fig.
67. When Reynolds number increases above
ReMAC>22.4×106, transition is triggered by crossflow instability. As a matter of fact, as chord Reynolds number ReMAC increases, amplification of CFI
near the leading edge region is enhanced. The evolution of dimensionless transition location (x/c)TR
corresponding to NTR.=6 is plotted in Fig. 68 (green
line for y/s=0.5) as a function of chord Reynolds
number, and summarized in Table 7. Open symbols
stand for TSI driven transition whereas full symbols represent CFI induced transition. Up to ReMAC
< 22.4×106, transition is triggered by TSI and its
position slightly moves upstream when ReMAC increases. At ReMAC=22.4×106, as represented in
Fig. 67, CFI are sufficiently amplified to reach the
critical transition N value: therefore, the transition
dramatically moves towards the leading edge and
will take place all the more close to the leading
edge than the Reynolds number increases.
This physical change of transition phenomenon is illustrated by the drop of the green line
represented (x/c)TR as a function of chord Reynolds number at ReMAC≈22.4×106 in Fig. 68. Same
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Figure 64. Comparison of CF velocity profiles at inner and outer wing regions

Figure 65. Comparison of N factors (envelope strategy) on target and surface-interpolated Cp contours

kind of analysis has been carried out for y/s=0.3
and 0.7. All the results are also gathered in Fig.
68. For the inner part of the wing, namely y/s=0.3,
transition is induced by CFI even for low Reynolds
number. For the outer part of the wing, y/s=0.7,
the evolution is very similar to the one obtained
at y/s=0.5. N factors on present target Cp contour
computed with envelope and fixedβ strategies at
y/s=0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 for whole Reynolds number

conditions are summarized in Appendix K.
As mentioned before, the predicted transition near mid-span region rapidly moves near the
leading edge region, around ReMAC≈22.4×106,
because of the change of instability nature from
TSI to CFI. Therefore, JAXA’s NLF wing design
concept completely based on the CpTarget contour
has possibility of large laminarity at outer wing region for a Reynolds number range such that ReMAC
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Figure 66. N contours (envelope strategy) on target pressure distribution

Figure 67. Predicted transition location on target Cp distribution based on N factors computed
with fixed β strategy
< 22.4×106 under the approximation of selecting
N=6 as a transition criterion.
Finally, according to present investigation,
Reynolds number effect on transition movement
and nature of instability are schematically summarized in Fig. 69. As Reynolds number increases,

transition location firstly gradually moves forward,
and beyond a certain Reynolds number, it suddenly
jumps up to the region near the leading edge. Approximately, three patterns for transition movement
are found as illustrated in Fig. 69. In the NEXST-1
NLF wing case, the design point at higher Reyn-
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Figure 68. Reynolds number effect on target Cp distribution
Table 7. Summarized results of Reynolds number effect on target Cp distribution
- Transition location and nature due to fixed β strategy -

olds number condition (Re_No.5) is supposed to
be located beyond the line of rapid change where
transition suddenly moves up to the region near the
leading edge. Therefore, JAXA’s target pressure
distribution should be improved. The main point of
the improvement is that the rapid change line must
be increased up to the region beyond the design
point at high Reynolds number condition as illustrated in Fig. 69.

5.4. Summary of chapter 5
(1) Subjects
a) According to several comparisons of experimental transition data and stability analysis results
(computed with both envelope and fixed β strategies), transition N values were summarized at each
spanwise station.
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Figure 69. General feature of Reynolds number effect on transition movement on an ideal pressure
distribution improved to suppress CFI of a highly swept wing

b) JAXA estimated transition locations based on
the assumed transition N value due to envelope
strategy and compared them with experimental
results. More specifically, JAXA focused on the
Reynolds number effect on transition location at
outer wing region near y/s=0.7.
c) As for the detailed analysis of the transition
characteristics on the NEXST-1 target Cp
distributions at several Reynolds number
conditions, JAXA investigated the Reynolds
number effect of the transition characteristics that
the target Cp distributions inherently have.

(2) Principal results
a) The trend of transition N values corresponding
to experimental transition location, namely Nenv
due to envelope strategy and Nbeta due to fixed β
strategy show that they qualitatively decrease as
spanwise station (y/s) increases. Furthermore, they
generally increase as Reynolds number increases.

c) According to the comparison of experimental
transition data and transition locations predicted
with these criteria, it was found that transition location at outer wing region near y/s=0.7 at the design point condition (α_No.4) was detected close
to the leading edge than the JAXA numerical prediction. As the main reason, JAXA supposes that
the NEXST-1 airplane was not able to realize the
complete target Cp distributions at outer wing region in the flight test condition.
d) According to JAXA’s new investigation
on transition characteristics on the target Cp
distribution, the following Reynolds number trend
was revealed: at lower Reynolds number condition,
the target Cp distributions well suppressed CF
instability and transition location due to TS
instability was delayed. As Reynolds number
increases, the suppression of CFI is lost, then
the change of instability from TSI to CFI makes
transition location moves forward rapidly. This
change spreads from the inner to outer wing region
as the Reynolds number increases.

b) By comparing experiments with N contours due
to envelope strategy, JAXA estimated N=12 and
4.5 in the flight test and S2MA wind tunnel test
respectively, as approximated transition criteria.
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6. Concluding Remarks
Principal results in present research are as
follows;
a) Stability analysis with envelope strategy shows
good correlation between measured transition
location and N contour, for example NTR=12 for
the NEXST-1 flight test and 4.5 for the S2MA
wind tunnel test conditions.
b) Stability analysis with fixed β strategy makes
clear dominant instability at measured transition
location. Both parties confirmed well-suppression
of CFI on the NEXST-1 at the design point in flight
test and at lower Reynolds number case in S2MA
wind tunnel test.
c) Investigation of chord Reynolds number (ReMAC)
effect on transition characteristics on experimental
results shows similar feature on predicted
transition results for variation of ReMAC, except
for the outer wing region (y/s=0.7) in flight test.
This exception is thought to be induced by noncompleteness of realizing the CpTarget at the design
point in flight test.
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NLF wing effect (well-suppressed CFI), useful
relations (as database) on roughness, freestream
turbulence and Reynolds number effects.
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Appendixes
A. Background of cooperative research
In previous cooperative work, both parties conducted three research tasks as summarized in Fig.
A-1. This research work continued during about 8
years, because JAXA mainly spent three years to
recover the second flight test of the NEXST-1 airplane after the failure of the first flight test in 2002.
Time history of previous cooperative work is il-

lustrated in Fig. A-2, including the main events of
JAXA’s NEXST-1 project.
Figure A-3 shows principal results of previous
cooperative work5). First of all, both parties obtained useful and meaningful results as follows: (i)
Both eN codes were well cross-validated. (ii) Both
eN codes had good correlation with measured transition data from inner to mid-span region. However, both parties also found the following points:
(a) There was little correlation between measured

Figure A-1 Previous research tasks

Figure A-2 History of cooperative research and JAXA's NEXST-1 project
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and predicted transition location at outer wing region, that is, lower N value than that at inner wing
region was required in order to predict transition at
measured position. (b) There was different N behavior along the spanwise direction. As a result,
both parties recognized that more research subjects
were still remained, for example to advance previous transition analysis for understanding transition
nature, that is, to quantify the most dominant instability of boundary layer, Reynolds number effect
and influence of roughness condition on transition
process, etc.
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In preliminary investigation and discussion
from May to June in 2009, both parties found out
some possibilities to solve present subjects by applying the fixed β strategy proposed by ONERA
into the stability analysis at the NEXST-1 flight
test condition. Figure A-4 shows the main result of
this investigation. By comparing measured transition data with stability results computed with fixed
β strategy, the following results were obtained: (i)
At the region from inner wing to mid-span, crossflow instability (CFI) was fully suppressed up to
the measured transition location. (ii) On the other

Figure A-3 Principal results of previous cooperative research

Figure A-4 Main results of a trial work in May, 2009

This document is provided by JAXA.
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hand, at the region from mid-span to outer wing,
CFI was dominant at measured transition location.
Therefore, such fixed β strategy is a very powerful approach to understand physical nature in
transition process. According to this investigation
and discussion, both parties made new tasks as described in section (2) of Chapter 1.

B. Aerodynamic design and measured
transition data on the NEXST-1 airplane
JAXA promoted the National EXperimental
Supersonic Transport program called “NEXST”
program from 1997 to 2006, in order to
develop new drag reduction technologies for
next generation of SSTs. In this program, four
design concepts to reduce supersonic drag were
applied to the development of an unmanned and
scaled supersonic experimental vehicle called
“NEXTS-1” airplane. Although three design
concepts of an arrow planform, a warped wing and
an area-ruled body were based on conventional
supersonic linear theory, a supersonic natural
laminar flow wing design concept was originally
created in this program.
The key technology for the NLF wing design was to develop a CFD-based inverse design
method, and to derive an optimum and ideal pressure distribution for the NLF wing design. Figure
B-1 shows the procedure of present inverse design
method for the NLF wing concept. According to
this procedure, JAXA firstly prepared an initial
configuration designed with three pressure drag reduction concepts mentioned above. Then, the difference between the CpTarget and CFD-computed Cp

Figure B-1 CFD-based inverse method for NLF wing design
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Figure B-2 Comparison of inverse-designed and target pressure distributions at final step

distributions on the initial configuration was estimated. After that, the configuration was modified
to reduce the difference of Cp distributions by using supersonic lifting surface theory. Finally, such
a step was continued to reduce the difference.
To demonstrate the NLF wing design concept
in flight test, JAXA designed and developed an
11%-scaled experimental vehicle (NEXST-1)

shown in Fig. 1. Its design point was Mach
number M=2.0, lift coefficient CL=0.1 and flight
altitude H=18 km. The CFD-based inverse design
method was applied to design the NEXST-1.
Almost good convergence between the CpTarget
and CFD-based design pressure distributions was
obtained as shown in Fig. B-2 for two spanwise
stations y/s=0.3 and y/s=0.7. The NEXST-1

Figure B-3 Consideration of elastic deformation of NEXST-1 airplane
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Figure B-4 Effect of elastic deformation on pressure distributions

was manufactured taking account of elastic
deformation at the design point, according to the
design procedure as illustrated in Fig. B-3. Such an
elastic deformed configuration was called “ES”.
On the other hand, the original aerodynamic
configuration without any elastic deformation was
called “AS”. Fig. B-4 shows the effect of elastic
deformation on the pressure distributions at flight
test conditions, α_No.1, α_No.4 and Re_No.5
cases.
Before the flight test of the NEXST-1, JAXA
investigated the NLF wing effect experimentally.
Fig. 2 shows the principal result of experimental
validation6) at the design angle of attack. JAXA
qualitatively confirmed remarkable rearward
movement of transition by detecting surface
temperature using IR camera technique.
During the flight test, JAXA measured pressure distributions and transition locations using
several aerodynamic sensors as illustrated in Fig.
B-5. Transition location was estimated from steady
and unsteady measured quantities indicating laminar or turbulent boundary layer states. JAXA used

four kinds of transition detection sensors, namely
hot-films (HF), dynamic pressure transducers (DP),
Preston tubes (Pr) and thermocouples (TC). Correlations of these sensors in detecting transition were
already investigated in preliminary wind tunnel test
on the nose cone of the NEXST-1 and the main result of the test was summarized in Fig. B-6: in this
figure, sensors are located at x=250 mm from the
apex of the cone and transition occurs at this location for an angle of attack of AOA=2°.
Figure B-7 illustrates outline of the flight test
of the NEXST-1 and Table B-1 gathers flight measurement conditions. Figure 4(a) shows a comparison of measured and CFD-computed Cp distributions at the design point. It was confirmed that
there was good correlation between them. Figure
4(b) shows one of typical time histories of measured HF signals: laminar state indicated by little
fluctuation on measured HF signal was clearly
observed at the design point (4th step of α-sweep
test). Figure 4(c) gathers all the detection sensor measurements for several spanwise locations,
blue color stands for non-turbulent boundary layer
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Figure B-5. Aerodynamic measurement technique

Figure B-6. Correlation of transition measurement sensors
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Figure B-7. Flight test trajectory
Table B-1. Flight test conditions

(a) α_No.1 case
Figure B-8. Measured transition data on NEXST-1 flight test
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whereas red one corresponds to turbulent region:
the deduced transition location is plotted by the
green line. As a result, JAXA roughly estimated
about 40% of chord the extension of laminar and
transitional boundary layer region over the upper surface of the wing. This validation leads to
estimation of quantitative effect of the NEXST-1
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aerodynamic design technology when it is applied
to the design of a real size SST. Figures B-8(a) to
B-8(g) exhibit measured transition data at whole
flight test conditions.
Detailed design process and results, including
the flight test results can be found in Ref. 4.

(b) α_No.2 case

(c) α_No.3 case
Figure B-8. Measured transition data on NEXST-1 flight test
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(d) α_No.4 case (design point)

(e) α_No.5 case
Figure B-8. Measured transition data on NEXST-1 flight test
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(f) α_No.6 case

(g) Re_No.5 case
Figure B-8. Measured transition data on NEXST-1 flight test
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C. Comparison of formulation of stability
codes
ONERA and JAXA used distinct formulation
of disturbance based on each different coordinate
system. A comparison of these formulations is illustrated in Fig. C-1. ONERA used wing-based
coordinate system: leading edge is placed along Y
direction and X direction is perpendicular to the
leading edge. In this coordinate system, ONERA

applied so-called infinite swept-wing approximation for spanwise wave-number β. Since this
approximation means two dimensional flow exists
along the X direction, the growth of disturbance
might have two-dimensionality, that is,  i  0 .
This implies that amplification of disturbances in
the spanwise direction is neglected. But it is general that three-dimensionality exists on its propagation direction, that is,  r  0 . It is supposed to

(a) Definition of disturbance

(b) Consideration of infinite swept wing approximation
Figure C-1. Consideration of stability formulation
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be reasonable as one of the simplest assumptions
among several proposed models.
On the other hand, JAXA used so-called external streamline coordinate system, because it
is physically approximated that any disturbance
mainly propagates along external streamline (xs
direction). In practice, in the stability compu~
tations,  i is set equal to zero. This assumption originates in the same consideration on the
disturbance along the xs direction, which has threedimensionality in its propagation direction, that is,
~
 r  0 . Difference between these two approaches
is illustrated in Figure C-1 (a-b).
To realize the same approximation as ONERA’s
~
one,  i in the formulation by JAXA should be satisfied with the following relation:

~

~

 i  ~i sin    i cos   0    i  ~i tan 
In addition, similar transformation on the
propagation direction  is also derived as follows:
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~

  tan 1 (  r /  r )    tan 1 (  r / ~r )
where  represents the angle between the external streamline direction (xs direction) and the X
direction (see Fig. 7 and C-1).
JAXA checked N factors computed without
and with such a relation at the design point. Figure C-2(a) shows the N factors and  distributions
computed without that relation, namely with a usu~
al assumption of  i  0 , and Fig. C-2(b) indicates
the N factors and  distributions computed with
present relation. By comparing Fig. C-2(a) with
(b), the application of present relation leads to a
slight improvement in agreement between both N
factors. JAXA also found little improvement in the
N factors at other spanwise stations and Reynolds
number cases.
Although this subject based on different
formulation of each stability code should be further
investigated, fortunately the difference of stability

(a) Previous JAXA results computed with
Figure C-2. Check of N factors at α_No.4
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(b) Improvement of JAXA computation with
Figure C-2. Check of N factors at α_No.4

~

results between  i  0 and  i  0 is relatively
small, as seen in the comparison of Fig. C-2(a)
and (b). Therefore, for sake of simplicity, ~JAXA
basically decided to apply the condition of  i  0
to present stability analysis, and compared JAXA’s
results with ONERA’s ones.

D. Surface-interpolated pressure and edge
velocity distribution data
Present surface-interpolated pressure coefficient
(Cp) distributions and external streamwise velocity
(Ue) distributions at boundary layer edge of the
NLF wing at representative spanwise stations (near
y/s=0.3 and 0.7) are summarized in tables D-1
～D-3 and Figs. D-2～D-4. These data respectively correspond to the design point (α_No.4), higher
Reynolds number point (Re_No.5), and P0=0.6 bar
point of S2MA test. Here X, Y, Z, Ue, Ve, We are
defined in Fig. D-1. These data are used to perform
boundary layer computations.
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Table D-1. Pressure coefficient and edge velocity distributions at α_No.4 of NEXST-1 flight test
(a) y/s=0.3 (1/2)

Table D-1～D-3
Fig. D-1～D-4
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Table D-1. Pressure coefficient and edge velocity distributions at α_No.4 of NEXST-1 flight test
(a) y/s=0.3 (2/2)
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Table D-1. Pressure coefficient and edge velocity distributions at α_No.4 of NEXST-1 flight test
(b) y/s=0.7 (1/2)
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Table D-1. Pressure coefficient and edge velocity distributions at α_No.4 of NEXST-1 flight test
(b) y/s=0.7 (2/2)
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Table D-2. Pressure coefficient and edge velocity distributions at Re_No.5 of NEXST-1 flight test
(a) y/s=0.3 (1/2)
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Table D-2. Pressure coefficient and edge velocity distributions at Re_No.5 of NEXST-1 flight test
(a) y/s=0.3 (2/2)
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Table D-2. Pressure coefficient and edge velocity distributions at Re_No.5 of NEXST-1 flight test
(b) y/s=0.7 (1/2)
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Table D-2. Pressure coefficient and edge velocity distributions at Re_No.5 of NEXST-1 flight test
(b) y/s=0.7 (2/2)
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Table D-3. Pressure coefficient and edge velocity distributions at P0=0.6 bar of S2MA test
(a) y/s=0.3 (1/2)
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Table D-3. Pressure coefficient and edge velocity distributions at P0=0.6 bar of S2MA test
(a) y/s=0.3 (2/2)
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Table D-3. Pressure coefficient and edge velocity distributions at P0=0.6 bar of S2MA test
(b) y/s=0.7 (1/2)
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Table D-3. Pressure coefficient and edge velocity distributions at P0=0.6 bar of S2MA test
(b) y/s=0.7 (2/2)
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Figure D-1. Definition of each physical quantity

Figure D-2. Edge velocity distributions at α_No.4 of NEXST-1 flight test

Figure D-3. Edge velocity distributions at Re_No.5 of NEXST-1 flight test
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Figure D-4. Edge velocity distributions at P0=0.6 bar of S2MA test

E. Stability results at y/s=0.5 and 0.9 in the
case of α_No.4
The comparisons of some chordwise distributions of Mach number (Me), static temperature
(Te) at boundary layer edge (BLE) and wall temperature (Tw) at y/s=0.5 and 0.9 are summarized in
Fig. E-1(a) at y/s=0.5 and Fig. E-1(b) at y/s=0.9.
Several chordwise distributions of boundary layer
thickness (indicated “Delta”) and displacement
thickness (“Delta*”) were also summarized in
Figs. E-1. Considering that boundary layer edge
was defined as the point at U( y =δ) / Ue = 0.995,
there was remarkable high correlation between
ONERA and JAXA results.
As a typical laminar boundary layer
computation result, crossflow velocity profiles
plotted in external streamline coordinates are
summarized in Fig. E-2(a) at y/s=0.5 and Fig.
E-2(b) at y/s=0.9. ONERA’s results (solid
triangle symbols) are in rather good agreement
with JAXA’s ones (colored solid lines) at each
chordwise locations.
Next, the comparisons of N factor and  evolutions computed with envelope strategy are shown
in Figs. E-3 and E-4. These figures also include
measured transition location (“XTexp”) in the
flight test which are summarized in Appendix B
and special N values at these locations (“NTR”).

JAXA’s N factors and NTR at y/s=0.9 are in good
agreement with ONERA’s results, but there was
a slight difference at mid-span region (y/s=0.5).
This region had a kink in leading edge which may
generate a slight distortion of both surface contour
and spanwise pressure gradient. Therefore, each
3D-LBL results near this region in each LBL code
was very sensitive to such distortion. As for the 
distributions summarized in Figs. E-4(a) and (b),
JAXA’s results after x/c>0.1 were not in agreement with ONERA’s results. The main reason is
the same as that mentioned in Chapter 2: envelope
strategy is very sensitive to the selection of the
most amplified disturbance.
Figures E-5 and E-6 show similar comparisons
of N factors and  evolutions computed with
fixed β strategy by both parties. The range of
several combinations of (  r , f ) was the same
as that mentioned in Chapter 2. JAXA’s results
of both N factors and  distributions are in good
agreement with ONERA’s ones at y/s=0.9. In
the same way as for envelope strategy, there is
a noticeable difference between ONERA’s and
JAXA’s results at mid-span region (y/s=0.5). The
reason is the same as that mentioned above. Fixed
β strategy indicates that as CFI was also weak at
y/s=0.5 and 0.9, and TSI was the most dominant
instability at measured transition locations.
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(a) Comparisons of boundary layer thickness at y/s=0.5

Fig. E-6(a)-(b)

(b) Comparisons of boundary layer thickness at y/s=0.9
Figure E-1. Boundary layer computations at α_No.4
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(a) Comparisons of crossflow velocity profiles at y/s=0.5

(b) Comparisons of crossflow velocity profiles at y/s=0.9
Figure E-2. Boundary layer computations at α_No.4
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(a) Comparisons of N factors at y/s=0.5

(b) Comparisons of N factors at y/s=0.9
Figure E-3. Stability analysis (envelope strategy) at α_No.4

(a) Comparisons of ψ values at y/s=0.5
Figure E-4. Stability analysis (envelope strategy) at α_No.4
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(b) Comparisons of ψ values at y/s=0.9
Figure E-4. Stability analysis (envelope strategy) at α_No.4

(a) Comparisons of N factors at y/s=0.5

(b) Comparisons of N factors at y/s=0.9
Figure E-5. Stability analysis (fixed β strategy) at α_No.4
This document is provided by JAXA.
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(a) Comparisons of ψ values at y/s=0.5

(b) Comparisons of ψ values at y/s=0.9
Figure E-6. Stability analysis (fixed β strategy) at α_No.4

F. Stability results at α_No.2 and α_No.3
Typical stability results at two off-design points
of α_No.2 and α_No.3 are summarized in this
Appendix.
Figures F-1(a) and (b) show chordwise pressure
coefficient (Cp), boundary layer thickness (δ)
distributions and crossflow velocity profiles at
several chordwise locations at inner and outer wing
regions, corresponding to those off-design points.
As the angle of attack of the NEXST-1 airplane
decreases from the design point, maximum of CF
velocity generally increases. According to such
situation, N factors with envelope strategy also
increase as shown in Figs. F-2.

Figures F-3(a) and (b) show the results computed with fixedβ strategy and reveal the nature
of the instability responsible for transition. From
these figures, CFI was dominant at measured transition location except for tip region (y/s=0.9) at
both α_No.2 and α_No.3 cases. Therefore, for the
off-design points, the transition line is very close to
the leading edge.
Finally, some comparisons of measured transition data and N contours are summarized in Fig. F4(a) for α_No.2 case and Fig. F-4(b) for α_No.3
case. In both figures, N=10 due to envelope strategy is in good agreement with measured transition
locations.
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(a) α_No.2 case

(b) α_No.3 case
Figure F-1. Boundary layer computations at α-sweep cases
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(a) α_No.2 case

(b) α_No.3 case
Figure F-2. Stability results (envelope strategy) at off-design points
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(a) α_No.2 case

(b) α_No.3 case
Figure F-3. Stability results (fixed β strategy) at off-design points
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(a) α_No.2 case

(b) α_No.3 case
Figure F-4. Summary of stability results at off-design points
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G. Stability results at y/s=0.5 and 0.9 in the
case of Re_No.5
Figures G-1(a) and (b) show the comparisons
of crossflow velocity profiles at y/s=0.5 and 0.9
betweenα_No.4 and Re_No.5. In general, boundary layer theory leads to no Reynolds number effect in the shape of crossflow velocity profiles normalized with boundary layer thickness and edge
velocity, that is z/δ vs. V/Ue, and Reynolds number effect only appears in the boundary layer thickness δ distribution. Figure G-1(a) and (b) clearly
show such situation.
Stability results computed with both envelope

and fixedβ strategies at y/s=0.5 and 0.9 in the case
of Re_No.5 were summarized in Figs. G-2～G-5.
Figures G-2 and G-3 show comparisons of N factors and propagation direction angles ( ) corresponding to maximum amplified wave computed
with envelope strategy by ONERA and JAXA.
There is almost good agreement between them,
but  is slightly different. The main reason is the
same as the one explained in Chapter 2.
Figures G-4 and G-5 show similar comparisons
of N factors and propagation direction angles ( )
computed with fixedβ strategy. There is almost
good agreement between them.

(a) Comparisons of crossflow velocity profiles at y/s=0.5
Figure G-1. Boundary layer computations at Re_No.5
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Fig.G-5(a)-(b)

(b) Comparisons of crossflow velocity profiles at y/s=0.9
Figure G-1. Boundary layer computations at Re_No.5

(a) y/s=0.5
Figure G-2. N factors computed with envelope strategy at Re_No.5
This document is provided by JAXA.
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(b) y/s=0.9
Figure G-2. N factors computed with envelope strategy at Re_No.5

(a) y/s=0.5
Figure G-3. Propagation direction with envelope strategy at Re_No.5
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(b) y/s=0.9
Figure G-3. Propagation direction with envelope strategy at Re_No.5

(a) y/s=0.5
Figure G-4. N factors computed with fixed β strategy at Re_No.5

This document is provided by JAXA.
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(b) y/s=0.9
Figure G-4. N factors computed with fixed β strategy at Re_No.5

(a) y/s=0.5
Figure G-5. Propagation direction with fixed β strategy at Re_No.5

This document is provided by JAXA.
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(b) y/s=0.9
Figure G-5. Propagation direction with fixed β strategy at Re_No.5

H. Freestream turbulence level at S2MA
measured by JAXA
JAXA conducted transition measurement test of
the NEXST-1 configuration at S2MA test facility
in 2000. The selection of this facility is the reason
why it has lower freestream turbulence level than
usual supersonic blow-down type tunnels such as
JAXA’s supersonic tunnel facility, because of its
circuit-driven type tunnel. The turbulence level
was already measured and reported by ONERA. In
addition, JAXA also independently investigated its
freestream turbulence level by using total pressure
fluctuation data measured with a pitot probe as il-

lustrated in Fig. H-1. The comparison of JAXA’s
data and ONERA’s data (as indicated in Fig. H-4)
is summarized in Fig. H-2. Although JAXA obtained higher turbulence level than ONERA’s measured one, relatively lower level possible for meaningful transition measurement test than JAXA’s
tunnel was confirmed. Figure H-3 explains a procedure to transform from measured total pressure
fluctuation to static pressure fluctuation, under a
few assumptions of isentropic flow process and
normal shock relation.
In general, transition is strongly influenced
by freestream turbulence level as well as surface

Figure H-1. Measurement technique of freestream turbulence at S2MA

This document is provided by JAXA.
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Figure H-2. Comparison of measured data by JAXA and ONERA

Figure H-3. Relation between static and total pressure fluctuations

roughness. The transition N factor also depends
on the level. As already well-known, a relation between that NT and turbulence level (Tu) was proposed by Mack as described by the relation (1) in
Chapter 3 and shown in Fig. H-5. But, this relation
was derived under the assumption of incompressible flow condition, that is, low speed flow condition. Unfortunately, a similar effective relation has

never derived in supersonic flow condition. Therefore, JAXA tried to make such a relation using
both transition data presently obtained at S2MA
and previously obtained at another wind tunnel facility of FHI. Here FHI tunnel has remarkably low
freestream turbulence level, because it is always
operated as in-draft driven type. However, Reynolds number achieved in this tunnel is relatively

This document is provided by JAXA.
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Figure H-4. ONERA measurements in S2MA wind tunnel:noise (p') and turbulence (Tu').

Figure H-5. N factors and pressure fluctuation on the nose cone at W/T tests

low.
JAXA measured transition location of the
NEXST-1 nose cone at S2MA and FHI. The summarized results are shown in Figs. H-6 and H-7 respectively. Based on them taking account of measurement error bar, JAXA tried to propose an approximated relation between the NT and Cp’rms as
indicated in Fig. H-5. Here, the relation between

freestream turbulence level (Tu) and static pressure
fluctuation (Cp’rms) must be estimated to make such
a relation. At incompressible case, it is very easy to
find out it as shown in Fig. H-10. At compressible
case, if Tu is defined as velocity fluctuation only,
it is also easy to find the same relation as for the
incompressible case as shown in Fig. H-8. But, if
Tu is defined as mass fluctuation, it is slightly com-

This document is provided by JAXA.
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Figure H-6. HF test on NEXST-1 nose cone at S2MA

Figure H-7. IR test on NEXST-1 nose cone at FHI

This document is provided by JAXA.
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plicated shown in Fig. H-9. M=2 condition generates compressible Tu (defined in Fig. H-9) which
becomes three times as incompressible Tu (defined
in Fig. H-10).
Finally, compressible Tu based on mass fluctuation has an inherent problem at M=1, because
the Tu=0 even though there are any static pressure fluctuations. This relation is mathematically
exact, but it is supposed that its relation is only
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applicable except for near M=1. If the compressible relation Tu

1
2
M f  1 Cpfc
2

rms

is used, com-

parison with Mack relation will be improved.
Aa a matter of fact, Cp rms = 0.25% (S2MA at
M=2 measured by JAXA) means Tu=0.375%.
Using Mack relation, N 8.43  2.4 ln(Tu ) ,
this provides N=4.97. This value is not far from
experimental measurements Nt=4.5 of Fig. H6.

Figure H-8. Consideration of Mack relation

Figure H-9. Taking into account compressibility effects in Tu definition

This document is provided by JAXA.
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Figure H-10. Incompressible relation between velocity and pressure fluctuation

I. Summary of hot-film test data at S2MA
The whole data measured with multi-element
type hot-film (HF) are summarized in this Appendix. Figures I-1(a) and (b) show chordwise output
signal of each HF element at inner and outer wing
region in the cases of several AOA conditions at
P0=0.6 bar. For high total pressure values P0=1 and
1.4 bar, Figs. I-2 and I-3 show the same summa-

rized results as for P0=0.6.
JAXA approximately defined transition location
as the location where AC signal reached its
maximum value as shown in those figures, except
for P0=1.4 bar.

(a) y/s=0.3
Figure I-1. Hot-film test results at P0=0.6 bar at S2MA test

This document is provided by JAXA.
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(b) y/s=0.7
Figure I-1. Hot-film test results at P0=0.6 bar at S2MA test

(a) y/s=0.3

(b) y/s=0.7
Figure I-2. Hot-film test results at P0=1.0 bar at S2MA test
This document is provided by JAXA.
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(a) y/s=0.3

(b) y/s=0.7
Figure I-3. Hot-film test results at P0=1.4 bar at S2MA test

J. Stability results at y/s=0.5 in the case of
P0=0.6 bar
ONERA and JAXA also computed representative boundary layer characteristics at mid-span
region (y/s=0.5) in the case of P0=0.6 bar condition and summarized them in Fig. J-1. Plots corresponds to streamwise velocity profiles, crossflow velocity profiles, temperature profiles and
chordwise thickness distributions (boundary layer
thickness δ, displacement thickness δ*). JAXA’s
results are in very close agreement with ONERA’s

results (as mentioned in Chapter 2.)
The evolution of N factors and propagation
direction  computed with envelope strategy at y/
s=0.5 are summarized in Fig. J-2 and J-3 respectively. JAXA’s results are in very close agreement
with ONERA’s ones for each spanwise station
mentioned in Chapter 2.
Similar computational results with fixed β
strategy at y/s =0.5 are summarized in Fig. J-4 and
J-5. Both parties’ results were also almost close
agreement.

This document is provided by JAXA.
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Figure J-1. Boundary layer computations at P0=0.6 bar condition - Mid-span region (y/s=0.5)

Fig.J-2
Fig.J-3

Figure J-2. Comparison of N factor (envelope strategy) at P0=0.6 bar

This document is provided by JAXA.
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Figure J-3. Comparison of propagation direction (envelope strategy) at P0=0.6 bar

Figure J-4. Comparison of N factor (fixed β strategy) at P0=0.6 bar

Figure J-5. Comparison of propagation direction (fixed β strategy) at P0=0.6 bar

This document is provided by JAXA.
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K. N factors on target Cp distribution
computed with envelope and fixed β
strategies
JAXA performed lots of stability computations
on the target Cp distributions for the NEXST-1
NLF wing design at several Reynolds number conditions as shown in Table K-1. This table is a summary of predicted transition location at y/s=0.3,
0.5 and 0.7 using N=12 for envelope strategy as
transition N factor value. Fig. K-1 shows Reynolds
number effect on the transition movement predict-
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ed with N=12 for envelope strategy.
First of all, as one of trials for analyzing
Reynolds number effect on the NLF wing, JAXA
investigated Reynolds number influence on
numerical transition location predicted with envelope strategy. According to present comparisons of
stability results and flight test data, Nenv=12 as transitional value is used in this study.
Figures K-2(a), (b) and (c) show chordwise N
factor evolutions for several Reynolds number conditions at y/s=0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 respectively. Left

Table K-1. Transition location and nature predicted with envelope strategy

Figure K-1. Re No. trend of transition predicted with Nenv=12

This document is provided by JAXA.
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part of the figures corresponds to N evolution computed with envelope strategy and right part shows
fixedβ strategy computations. “Nature” in the
table was estimated from the N evolutions with
fixedβ strategy at the transition locations predicted with Nenv=12 as shown in Figs. K-2. Such
predicted transition location is plotted in Fig. K-1.
This figure indicates general Reynolds number
trend on transition movement. But, N factors with
envelope strategy include so-called envelope of numerically maximized N values. It means envelope
strategy overestimates N values. Therefore, similar
analysis for the N evolutions with fixed β strategy
should be investigated.
In this study, since JAXA focused on Reynolds
number effect on transition characteristics of the
NLF wing qualitatively, an N=6 criterion for fixed
β strategy was assumed. Present stability results
are summarized in Table 7 and Fig. 68 of Chapter 5. As shown in Figs. K-2, N factor evolutions
at each Reynolds number condition exhibit two
kind of disturbances CFI and TSI. At low Reyn-

olds number conditions, as TSI is dominant, transition location is delayed. But, at a certain Reynolds
number (called ReII), the most dominant instability
changes from TSI to CFI. This change generates
rapid forward movement of transition as shown
in Fig. K-2 and Fig. 68. It is considered that such
Reynolds number trend on transition movement is
qualitatively general. The most important point for
the NLF wing design is to increase the ReII beyond
the design Reynolds number as illustrated in Fig.
69. There is possibility for improvement of present
target Cp distribution by increasing acceleration
gradients near leading edge, according to JAXA’s
patent application10).

(a) y/s=0.3 (1/8)
Figure K-2. N factors on CpTargect computed with envelope and fixed β strategies

This document is provided by JAXA.
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(a) y/s=0.3 (2/8)

(a) y/s=0.3 (3/8)
Figure K-2. N factors on CpTargect computed with envelope and fixed β strategies

This document is provided by JAXA.
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(a) y/s=0.3 (4/8)

(a) y/s=0.3 (5/8)
Figure K-2. N factors on CpTargect computed with envelope and fixed β strategies

This document is provided by JAXA.
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(a) y/s=0.3 (6/8)

(a) y/s=0.3 (7/8)
Figure K-2. N factors on CpTargect computed with envelope and fixed β strategies

This document is provided by JAXA.
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(a) y/s=0.3 (8/8)

(b) y/s=0.5 (1/8)
Figure K-2. N factors on CpTargect computed with envelope and fixed β strategies

This document is provided by JAXA.
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(b) y/s=0.5 (2/8)

(b) y/s=0.5 (3/8)
Figure K-2. N factors on CpTargect computed with envelope and fixed β strategies

This document is provided by JAXA.
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(b) y/s=0.5 (4/8)

(b) y/s=0.5 (5/8)
Figure K-2. N factors on CpTargect computed with envelope and fixed β strategies
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(b) y/s=0.5 (6/8)

(b) y/s=0.5 (7/8)
Figure K-2. N factors on CpTargect computed with envelope and fixed β strategies

This document is provided by JAXA.
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(b) y/s=0.5 (8/8)

(c) y/s=0.7 (1/8)
Figure K-2. N factors on CpTargect computed with envelope and fixed β strategies

This document is provided by JAXA.
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(c) y/s=0.7 (2/8)

(c) y/s=0.7 (3/8)
Figure K-2. N factors on CpTargect computed with envelope and fixed β strategies

This document is provided by JAXA.
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(c) y/s=0.7 (4/8)

(c) y/s=0.7 (5/8)
Figure K-2. N factors on CpTargect computed with envelope and fixed β strategies
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(c) y/s=0.7 (6/8)

(c) y/s=0.7 (7/8)
Figure K-2. N factors on CpTargect computed with envelope and fixed β strategies
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(c) y/s=0.7 (8/8)
Figure K-2. N factors on CpTargect computed with envelope and fixed β strategies

This document is provided by JAXA.
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